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TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2006

Everyone who has never made a mistake that you wish with all your being you
could take back or correct, please raise your hand. TCI magazine has 27,500
readers – all of whom have made at least one mistake in their lives.

Just think, if each of us has made only one mistake in business or life, and we are
willing to share what we have learned, that is a minimum of 27,500 lessons. Therein
lies the beauty of our community. I don’t know about you, but I’m willing to confess
that my list of mistakes I’d like to keep from repeating is considerably higher than

one. There are a few more on the list that I’ve watched others make that I’m quite
happy to learn from, too.

My career has been a blessed opportunity to learn from the best of the best by working with boards made up of
top professionals all over the world. My career brings me into contact with people just like you on a regular basis.
I cannot tell you how much I value the interactions because of what you teach me. It astounds me when I meet peo-
ple who voluntarily make the choice to remain cut off from the best adult learning tool – contact with other
professionals who have been doing what they’re trying to do for years and who can help them navigate through
while making fewer mistakes.

A lot of times, we are convinced that we cannot spare the time to read the book, search the Web, go to the sem-
inar, schedule networking lunches with peers, take the trip to the professional conference, or just take a day to think
with others. We also think and reinforce to our people that we can’t afford the time for them to do it either – that
it’s a cost instead of an investment.

The time that I think I cannot spare invariably leads to a link to a person that I would never have met who can
solve my problem or provide a winning breakthrough for our TCIA team. Ideas are generated that you would never
have made the connections for had you not stopped long enough to let your brain have the time to put two and two
together.

Further, if you don’t set the example for the people around you that you expect them to take advantage of pro-
fessional opportunities along the way, you’ll reinforce the idea that staying cut off is the way to advancement.
Productivity is all about working smart – and that rarely occurs in isolation.

One of the luxuries of my job is having had the advantage of watching more than 150 board meetings. This is a
window into group process. In observing very smart and passionate people, one of the outcomes I have seen repeat-
edly is that not only does the organization entrusted to them benefit from the “group think,” but every single
individual within that group learns and grows more than they ever would have believed possible at the beginning
of their board service.

This is a life lesson that an executive director told me when I was coming onto my own profession’s board the
first time. She said that no matter how much I gave, how dedicated I was, or how much I cared, the experience of
serving would provide more to me than I would ever be able to give. At the conclusion of that service, I found that
she was more than right. Yet, it wasn’t just the service; it was the interaction with a lot of really smart people on a
regular basis. I watch that learning process with TCIA’s board members all the time. It is one of the most consis-
tent things that they say when they leave the board: how much they have grown professionally themselves; how
much they have taken back to their own companies that made them better; and how much the depth of friendships
mean to them. The bottom line to all of this is that it’s the interaction that has enriched their lives and given them
a way to stretch their limitations.

You don’t have to serve on a board to gain that. You do have to connect with other professionals, and you do
have to make an effort. Remember, too, that arborists are not the only people you can learn from. Being insular in
your profession and/or your approach to life will not stretch you; it will simply reinforce what you have already
learned or come to believe. Challenge yourself. Spend some time with leaders who work in a completely different
profession and industry. Don’t be afraid of that. You have every bit as much to offer them as they do to you. When
you see someone you are nervous about talking to, just remember, they have their list of mistakes that is just as long
as yours, if not longer. That’s exactly what makes them interesting to talk with and where you can learn the most.

The mistakes are what you should be dying to learn about – and you must go in search of others to learn about
them.
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By Daniel Murphy

Footlocking is an incredibly fast and
efficient way to ascend into a tree.
With its speed and efficiency, it has

replaced the sluggishly difficult body
thrusting as the main method of ascension
for many progressive arborists. By relying
primarily on the strength of the leg mus-
cles, it uses energy efficiently –
especially when done with good
form. 

This article will discuss how to
footlock, expound on the dos and
don’ts, and examine associated tech-
niques and equipment. My intent is to
give novices enough information to
learn the basic technique, use it safely, and
help others improve their performance.

The first person I ever watched footlock
was Mark Chisholm, who happened to be
the world record holder at that time. My
jaw dropped. I had never seen anyone
move up into and around a tree like that.
That revelation opened up a whole new
world of potential, and I vowed to pursue
the latest and greatest in progressive climb-
ing techniques and equipment.

The vast majority of climbers today
have yet to adopt footlocking. You have to
see someone footlock to really understand
what a marvelous technique it is. The
world record for the 15 meter (approxi-
mately 49 feet) is under 14 seconds. I
doubt I could run 50 feet up a set of stairs
in less than 14 seconds. I have seen my
climbing mentor, John Grier, set a throw
line, footlock up and be tied into a big oak
at 85 feet in less than five minutes from
the time the truck door shut. 

Most of what I know about footlocking I

learned from Grier. He has
had the benefit of working
frequently with Jim
Roach, the perennial
ISA Penn-Del chapter
tree climbing cham-
pion. Roach, in

turn, has credited Chisholm, a two-time
international tree climbing champion, with
helping him refine his technique. So I am
standing on the shoulders of some giants
here in order to bring you this information.

Footlocking is primarily used for initial
ascent into a tree on pruning and other non-
removal jobs. Footlocking is not possible
or necessary when wearing spikes on
removals. In my early climbing days to
access a tree, I would tie in with a lanyard
at the top of a ladder, use a pole saw to set
my line over a reachable branch union
(crotch), and then body thrust up and slow-
ly advance my line to higher branch unions

until I reached my desired tie-in point. This
was often an awkward, slow and tedious
process. 

Now I no longer need to fool around with
the pole saw and ladder. I set a rope at the
top of the tree with a throw line, clip on my

ascenders, and footlock
up to the top of the tree. 

A detailed look

When body thrust-
ing, I like to have my
climbing line set in a
tie-in point that draws
my body toward the

trunk of the tree. That
way I can push off the trunk

with my legs to assist the body
thrust. Footlocking, however,

requires setting the line in a tie-in
point away from the trunk where the

line can hang unobstructed. The inchworm
like movement of footlocking is best done
in midair; otherwise, banging into the trunk
will interfere with the necessary fluidity of
movement. Also, the line is best set in a
vertical zone that is as free as possible of
brush and lower limbs. Finally, it is good to
have a platform limb or branch union close
to and just below the ascending line’s
branch union. This offers a place to stand
and lanyard in comfortably before you
unclip your ascenders and get tied in with a
friction hitch.

So footlocking is greatly facilitated by
having the ability to accurately set an
ascending line in a desirable branch union.
Good throw line technique is somewhat of
a pre-requisite for footlocking. Throw line
technique is a subject for another article,
and hopefully it will suffice to say for now
that I can accurately set a throw line up to
90 feet, using the Big Shot sling shot, a 12-
ounce throw bag and the 1.75 mm Zing-it
throw line.

Once a throw line is set in a good branch
union, you have the option to footlock up
either a single line or double(d) line. There
are pros and cons to each. If the throw line

1) Footlocking the tail of your
climbing line is a safe and easy way to

practice technique. The purple micro pulley
shown automatically advances the French

Prusik friction hitch with nearly no friction.
All photos in article courtesy of treeu.com. 

Slack-tending
micro pulley ��
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is isolated, you
can pull up an
ascent line and
clip in double
ascenders, back

them up on both
lines and footlock
the doubled line.
Footlocking a dou-
ble line tends to be
easier for novices
because the two
lines give more
friction at the boot.
This provides a bet-
ter grip and

therefore there is less of a tendency for the
line to slip.

Most experienced climbers prefer to use
a single line. A doubled line is twice as
heavy, which means a lot more effort, espe-
cially on long ascents where you might be
tailing 50 to 75 feet of rope. That extra
weight makes a big difference because the
climber must use abdominals and legs to
lift the weight of the rope with every bite.

There is also no need to iso-
late the line when using a
single line. One end of the
ascent line can simply be
tied off to the base of the
tree with some form of
choked hitch, often a
running bowline.
Also, in high branch
unions where both
ends of the rope
won’t reach the
ground, it’s easy
to tie a running
bowline in
the tail of
the ascent
line, going
around the
throw line, as the
ascent line is being
pulled into the tree.
Then, simply run the
knot up to the
branch union
leaving a single
line tied off at the
branch union

with a running bowline (image 3).
There is also less hardware involved,
since the single line requires only one
ascender and one backup. More details
on ascenders later.

Once you have chosen single or
double(d) line, you need to use either
handled ascenders with a tether
clipped to your saddle or a Prusik
cord to secure yourself to the line
in case of a slip. Handled
ascenders are mechani-
cal one-way rope
grabbing devices that
can be advanced eas-
ily or moved up a
rope with negligible fric-
tion. As their name implies
they have a handle for
gripping. They are
attached to the
climber’s saddle using a
tether strap or cord that must
be rated for life support. A backup system is
needed! More on that later ...

A Prusik cord is a loop of soft lay
cordage with a slightly smaller diameter
than the host line. The loop is usually
made by tying both ends of a length of
cord together with a double fisherman’s
knot, also called a double-barrel knot.
This cord is then used to tether the
climber to the ascent line with either a
three-wrap Prusik, a Klemheist or anoth-
er suitable friction hitch. Prusik cords
can be used when footlocking with either
single or double(d) line.

Although the Prusik cord is still used, in
my opinion it is inferior to ascenders for
several reasons. It takes a little longer to tie
and untie the knots. The Prusik cord is
designed as a fail-safe mechanism that is
only there to keep you from falling should
you lose your grip on the rope. The knots
tend to lock up when loaded, therefore you
must always support your own weight to
prevent the knot from seizing. This makes
it more difficult to use your hands to move
around or through brush or lower limbs, as
well as precluding the opportunity to sit
back for a break. The handles also give a
better grip than the rope, which makes a
big difference.

Safety must be paramount when
incorporating the footlock technique

into your climbing system. Industry
safety guidelines, called the ANSI

Z133.1 standard, contain speci-
fications for all life support
equipment used in tree care,

including the Prusik cords,
tether straps, ascenders and
carabineers used in footlock-
ing techniques. ANSI Z133

has been developed to protect
us in all phases of tree work and

especially as we incorporate new
climbing gear and techniques.

These guidelines should give
comfort to those whom may be
reluctant to try new climbing
gear and related techniques
because of safety concerns.

Conversely, it would be foolish to begin
using new gear, friction hitches, or cordage
without fully understanding and imple-
menting industry safety standards. 

One very important safety concern when
footlocking with a Prusik cord is to keep
your hands under the Prusik knot or
Klemheist. Never place either hand above
the knot while gripping the rope. If your
hand is above the knot and slips down the
rope, you’ll grab the knot, which could
cause an uncontrolled descent. Also when
using a Prusik on a double(d) line, don’t
advance the knot too close to the limb
where the line is hung. If you get too close,
the spread of the rope can loosen the knot.
The rule of thumb is to keep the friction
hitch below the limb a minimum distance
of five times the diameter of the limb.

The length of the Prusik cord or the teth-
er on handled ascenders is very important. A
Prusik loop should be long enough so that it
allows for a full stretch with just a little slack
remaining. Remember this is only a fail
safe. Never sit in it unless you need to.
However, when using ascenders, you must
be able to reach the ascenders easily when
hanging from the ascent line, so the tether
must be long enough to allow a nearly full
range of motion. To reduce joint strain, keep
the tether just short enough so that when you
reach up in a stretch you still have a very
slight bend at the elbow (image 4). When
you are standing on the ground under the

TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2006 9

4) Practicing low
and slow with
ascenders.

3) When the branch union is
too high for both ends of the
rope to reach the ground, tie
a running bowline around
the throw line and run the
knot up to the branch union
for single line ascent.

2) Two ascender rigs with
single line back ups.
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ascent line, holding the ascenders all
the way up, the bottom of your
hands should be about even
with or slightly above the
top of your head. This
should keep your arms from
overextending, which could
cause a repetitive motion
injury.

Starting the ascent

Whether using a Prusik
cord or ascenders, or
going single or double
line, the basic motion and
technique is the same. Start by taking all
the slack out of the line. Bend your knee
to lift your left foot to about knee height.
Cock your left knee slightly out to the left,
to let the line(s) hang down on the inside of
the left knee and the outside of the left
ankle. Then transfer all your weight to your
arms as you do a leg up motion into a tuck,
where you lift both knees up into your

chest. As you lift both legs, keep your right
foot under and slightly to the left of your
left foot, so that the rope hangs between the
tops of both feet. 

Once you are in the tuck (or
crunch) position with the line scis-

sored between the tops of both feet, you
are ready. Hook the rope with your right
foot by pulling your toes up toward your
shin to form a hook. And then in one
motion bring your right foot under,
around and then on top of your left foot.
At this point the rope should be going
over the top and side of the left foot, near
the ankle, be looped under the left foot at
the arch, then come up past the right sole
at the arch and be draped over the top of

10 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2006
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ANSI Standard: Z133.1-2000: 
Pruning, Trimming, Repairing, Maintaining, and
Removing Trees, and Cutting Brush-Safety
Requirements

The industry standards for safe work practices.
Adhering to the American National Standards for
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clients and authorities, such as your local munic-
ipality. ANSI standards are recognized as the final
authority in the United States civil court system.

Price: $25
Member Price: $15

To order, call 1-800-733-2622 or order online at
www.tcia.org

5) The Petzl pantin is a foot ascender
that can be used to footlock the tail of
the climbing line for those who have
not yet learned footlocking. The pantin
also reduces repetitive motion joint
strain.
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the right foot (Images 6 & 7). 

The final motion is very simple. Just step
down hard on the rope with the arch of
your right foot onto the side and top of
your left foot and stand up on the rope
quickly. This should clamp the rope tightly
between your two feet with enough friction

so that it will not slip when weighted. As a
matter of fact the more weight you put on
your feet while standing the tighter the
rope is held in place. 

If the rope is slipping between your feet,
it’s probably due to one or more of the fol-
lowing mistakes. You might:

� have a bad bite with your feet
� be wearing improper footwear
� be using your arms to help lift as you

stand up, which takes weight off your
feet. You need friction at the boot to
keep the rope from slipping.

When using a double(d) line, each leg of
the line has to support only half the load, so
there is much less friction needed on each
of the two lines than is required on a single
line. This makes it easier to learn the basic
movement on double(d) line as there will
be less slipping. However once the bite and
standing motion have been perfected, most
climbers prefer to use a single line.

When you stand up, bring your legs
directly beneath you, pulling the knees
together, and stand straight up into a full
stretch, pushing the ascenders up as high as
possible. Repeat the motion. Transfer your
weight to your arms as you let the line go
with your feet, then lift your legs, get
another bite, and stand up again. Keep the

12 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2006
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6 & 7) Close up of the bite. Editor’s note: A “bight” is an open loop in a rope. A “bite,” as used in this article, refers to the
grip on the rope with the feet. In footlocking, you create a bight in the rope with every bite. For clarity, we`ve used bite.
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line in constant contact with the outside of
your left ankle as you lift your legs. This
way it will always be in the right place for
you to hook it with your right foot. And as
you lift your legs bring your right foot back
under your left foot so the rope is again
scissored between the tops of your feet.
Your feet will be positioned perfectly to
take another bite.

Proper form is
crucial. Focus on
three things when
you are first learn-
ing. 

1. Keep your feet
in proper position
around the rope as
you lift your legs. 

2. Get a good bite between your feet as
you step down on the line.

3. When you stand, keep your legs
directly underneath you and keep your full
weight on your feet, making sure not to lift
with your arms.

Once you have those basics down, work
on developing a smooth rhythm – the key
to speed and energy efficiency. When I first
started, I would rock my whole torso back
away from the rope in order to reach up
higher with my feet, get a bite, then rock
forward to get my legs underneath me and
stand up. This rocking motion is good for
novices because it is easier to get a good
bite with the feet, but it also wastes time
and energy.

When done well, the torso is always kept
nearly parallel to the rope throughout the
motion. It has to be fast and smooth, less
than one second to lift the legs and get a
bite and less than another second to stand

14 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2006
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(8-13) Practice taking a bite from a chair on a loose single line. Clockwise, from top left: 
Rope falls inside of knee and outside of ankle.
Lift legs up into crunch position with right foot under left and in position to hook rope.
Bring right foot around left hooking rope.
Right foot steps down on top of left clamping rope firmly.
Pull up hard on rope to check the bite.
Put your feet down on floor and stand up and then sit back down and repeat.
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up. The arms and legs should be moving as
one, so when you finish one cycle by
standing up into a stretch, you move right
into the next cycle by lifting with your
arms. When you get the rhythm and timing
just right, the bounce of the rope helps you
stand into the stretch. If you miss a bite
with your feet you’ll lose the rhythm. 

Footlocking demands a good deal of ath-
letic ability. The repeated leg lifting
requires abdominal and core strength. The
standing motion requires core, hip and leg
strength. If you are having trouble with the
basic motion, it might be a sign that you
need to get into better physical condition.
And, those interested in becoming really
fast will need arm strength as well to do
chin-up type movements. The key is to lift
the body with the arms before you take a
bite with your feet.

Those are the fundamentals of footlock-
ing. And, as with so many other aspects of
arboriculture, the fine points and details of
this technique are critical to safe and effi-
cient operations. Let’s start by looking at
some safety issues. 

Ascending systems

All ascenders, carabineers, screw links,
and shackles must be rated at a minimum
of 5,000 pounds and meet other ANSI
guidelines. All ropes, tethers, and Prusik
cords must be rated at a minimum of 5,400
pounds. You need to know and understand
all guidelines for each piece in your sys-
tem. Although it should go with out saying,
inspect your equipment before use every
day and always follow manufacturer’s rec-
ommendations for equipment use. Read,
understand and keep the instructions. If
you have a question, call or write the man-
ufacturer. They are usually happy to
answer questions. This is especially true
for ascenders. You need to know exactly
how to – and how not to – use them. 

Handled ascenders must be backed up
for safety. When using a single line, that
means two ascenders attached in line, or an
ascender with a Prusik cord above it.
Should one unit fail the other is there to
save your life. Keep them free of leaves,

bark and twigs, since these could cause the
gate to open accidentally or interfere with
the locking mechanism or friction on the
rope. Maneuvering through thick trees is
problematic. That is why you must always
back up your ascenders!

Backing up a doubled line is twice as
complicated, because each of the lines
must be backed up. It could be backed up

using a single three-wrap Prusik over both
lines, or a second mechanical ascender on
each leg. Most advanced climbers prefer to
back up mechanically because the knots
take more time to tie and untie.

One way to avoid the need to back up
each leg on a doubled line is to use a true
double line instead. When a rope goes over
a branch union and back to the ground it is
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one line that has been doubled. Should an
ascender fail on either leg, the whole sys-
tem fails, which is why you need to back
up both legs. To make a true double-line
system, do the following:

Use a throw ball to pull your first
ascending line up into the tree. Once the
ascending line makes it through the branch
union, pull several more feet of line
through, just enough to tie it off to the base
of the tree. Then tie a second line midline
to line 1. As you continue to pull line 1, it
will take line 2 up with it. When you tie off
the standing end of line 1 to the base of the

tree, line 2 will be tied midline to line 1, up
close to the branch union. The working
ends of these lines will not move, so there
is no need to back either one up. They are
effectively backing each other up, so just
clip in one ascender on each line and
you’re ready to go. 

It is important to inspect every tree for
overhead hazards and potential dangers
before ascending. This is especially true
when footlocking. The ascending systems
are designed for one way travel going up.
Should you need to head down in a hurry,
you can’t just hit your climbing knot. You

need to switch to a descending system,
which can take up to a minute. That would
be dangerous during a hornet attack, which
could cause panic. So remember to take a
careful look at those trees before you go.

When you first learn how to footlock,
you need to learn and become familiar with
switching to the descending system during
mid-line ascent, since you may not make it
to your intended tie-in point or platform
limb. This is done as follows:

Hang from your ascenders or Prusik cord
and set a figure-8 descender or an HMS
carabineer with a Munter hitch in line
below the ascenders. Take the slack out
between the 8/Munter and your ascenders.
Then take a bite with your feet, stand up
and hold it. Keep yourself balanced with
one hand holding the rope while you unclip
the ascenders or loosen the Prusik. Then sit
back down into your saddle, making sure
to keep a good grip on the rope below the
8/Munter with your hands, and descend. It
is good to have a back-up belay man on the
ground once the 8/Munter is set.

The Munter or the figure 8 can be used
with either single or double(d) lines. The
Munter is generally preferred because it
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14) This shows Kong double-handled ascenders set on a
single line. All ascenders must be backed up, as here,
with a micro-ascender.
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gives excellent control during descent,
while causing less hockling (kinking) in
the rope. And the Munter requires only the
use of an HMS carabineer, which has mul-
tiple uses in climbing. The 8 requires a
carabineer and the figure 8, so using the
Munter makes for one less piece of equip-
ment taking up room on your saddle. 

There may be situations where you want
to make a few cuts with your handsaw on
the way up; that’s fine, but keep a few
things in mind. Always avoid slack in the
line, as a slip could end up shock loading
the ascenders. The ascending hardware is
not designed to take shock loads. It doesn’t
take much of a drop to cause a toothed
ascender to shred a line. Also having a
chain saw flopping around on the side of
your saddle is not conducive to good foot-
locking technique. Leave it behind. And
though you may be tempted to start work-
ing from the ascenders, don’t do it. There
are approved methods for working single-
line technique, but they are beyond the

scope of this article. Learn to footlock for
initial ascents and become completely
familiar with the proper use of ascen-
ders before even thinking about
switching to single-line technique.

Don’t learn aloft

When learning and incorporating
new gear and tech-
niques into your
climbing, always
start low and slow.
Throw a line over a
10-foot limb in the
backyard and take a
bite or two and then
walk your hands back
down the rope. Or start
practicing by footlocking
the tail of your climbing
line. In order to do that
you’ll need to have a
slack-tending micro pul-
ley set below your friction hitch. 

It is easy to learn to footlock on the tail
of your climbing line because the sys-
tem’s approximate 2:1 mechanical
advantage puts about half the load on

the tail. You only need about
half the friction with your
feet and half the strength to
stand up. It is much slower,
since you only advance half
the distance with each

cycle, but it is still easier and
faster than body thrusting. 

Another way to learn is to prac-
tice in a chair. Throw a rope over

a limb or rafter and sit right under
it. Try single line at first. Sit back in

the chair and get a bite with your feet.
Then grab the rope and pull up hard to

make sure you have a good grip
with your feet. Keep the bite
and put your feet down on the
floor and stand up into a full
stretch, reaching up high on the

rope with your hands. Then pull the rope
down as you sit back in the chair. Drop the
bite with your feet, lift your legs up for
another bite and repeat. Focus on keeping
your feet in a good position relative to the
rope throughout the movement. 

Once you are confident that you are get-
ting a good grip with your feet, switch to a
doubled line. And this time when you get a
bite, come out of the chair so your full
weight is now hanging on the rope and then
stand up. Now you’re footlocking. Next
practice with your saddle and ascenders and
practice switching to a Munter and
descending. Once you have mastered tak-
ing that first bite and switching to a Munter,
you’re ready to take it into the tree.

Other gear

Proper footwear is crucial to getting a
good grip on the rope. If your form looks
good, but you still find the rope slipping
through your feet, you probably need to
change your boots. Good boots are expen-
sive and well worth the investment to any
serious tree climber. Quality lightweight
hiking or mountaineering boots are ideal.
The key friction in footlocking is at the
arch of the right boot, as it presses the rope
down on top of the left foot. The tall heel in
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Prusik cord, don’t sit on the
knot between bites. Hold your
weight up with your hands.
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logger’s boots will reduce that fric-
tion at the arch, making it nearly
impossible to footlock. So don’t even
try to footlock with logger’s boots. 

Once you have your basic
movement and
ascending hardware
perfected and are
using a good boot, you
can tweak the system to get max-
imum performance by switching to a
quality rope. The properties that
make a good rope for foot-
locking are low stretch, light
weight, and the appropriate
gripping ability of the cover.
The amount of stretch in a
rope will make a big difference in foot-
locking, especially on long ascents. Every
time you stand up onto the rope, you put
additional force on it which will cause it to
stretch. The more elasticity in the rope
(dynamic), the more of your energy goes
into the stretch before you get any lift. So
a low stretch or semi-static rope is best for
footlocking.

A dynamic rope with a lot of stretch
reduces the effective forces in shock load-
ing, which is why it is generally preferable
to use a dynamic rope in rigging. Climbing
lines are designed to be slightly dynamic as
well to reduce the force on the climber
should he fall with slack in his line. Unlike
rock climbers and other high angle disci-
plines, tree climbers rarely climb with
much slack in their lines, so we really don’t
need to climb on dynamic ropes. Semi-
static lines have enough stretch to protect
the climber in case of a fall, yet have far
less stretch than many older climbing lines. 

New England Ropes makes the Fly,
which is a low stretch (semi-static) climb-
ing line with great resistance to abrasion
and wear. Samson’s Velocity is another
preferred climbing line that is slightly
lighter. And Yale makes a great handling
line called Blaze. For particularly long
ascents you might consider going with a
true static line, such as New England’s
KMIII. You would use the static line for
ascent only and then set a lanyard and
switch to a semi-static climbing line when
you reached your tie-in point.

When foot-
locking near the
trunk is unavoid-

able, keep your back
toward the obstacle so you can

raise your feet unobstructed, and
proceed careful-
ly. Tom Dunlap,
safety trainer and
arborist guru,
recommends that
the ascenders
NEVER touch
anything except
rope. Leaves,
twigs and
branches should
be pushed aside,

the ascenders should NOT be pushed
through plant material. To do this you need
to keep a hand free to push the branches
aside as the other hand advances the ascen-
ders. When the line is touching a large limb
you can rock on the rope to pendulum

away from the limb as you advance the
ascender past it.

When you have reached the top of your
ascent, simply tie in with your lanyard
before unclipping your ascenders. Then set
your regular friction hitch, lower your
ascenders to get them out of your way, and
get to work.

Footlocking requires the right set of
skill, equipment and physical ability. Good
form takes time, effort and determination
to perfect, and is richly rewarded in both
productivity and a sense of personal
achievement.

Daniel Murphy is a working arborist,
tree care company owner and founder of
Tree University, which provides education-
al training materials, seminars and
consulting services for professional
arborists. For more information, visit
www.treeu.com.
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• NEW 2006 DINO 1800
• 18 TON CAPACITY
• 120’ TIP HEIGHT W/ OPT. JIB
• TWO SPEED WINCH
• OPERATORS DISPLAY MONITOR

• NEW 2006 FORD F750
• TURBO DIESEL ENGINE
• 6 SPEED TRANSMISSION
• 33,000 LB. G.V.W.
• AM/FM STEREO
• 20 FOOT HEAVY DUTY BED

TCI 06/06

TRUCK SPECS.CRANE SPECS.

IN
STOCK

- IM
MEDIATE AVAILABILITY

MILWAUKEE • CHICAGO  • SALT LAKE CITY  • PHOENIX • PALM BEACH

$89,900
PER MONTH

NEW 2006
18 TON

BOOMTRUCK
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16) I have sewn a stiff rubber patch on the outside
of my left boot and use a piece of hard foam rub-
ber inside of the boot to prevent rope pressure
from bruising the outside of my foot.
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Events & Seminars

June 8-9, 2006
Advanced Oak Wilt Training for certified arborists
ISA Texas, Texas Forest Service
Voight Center, (San Antonio) Hollywood Park, TX
Contact: Gene Gehring; ggehring@mailcity.com

June 8-9, 2006
10th Annual Environmental Horticulture IPM Conf.
Envir. Hort. Science Club & Hort. & Crop Science Dept.
California Polytechnic State University, 
San Luis Obispo, CA
Contact: www.calpoly.edu/~envhort/IPM_Conf.htm;
Professor Rice at rrice@calpoly.edu

June 13-15, 2006
National Lawn & Garden Show
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center, Rosemont, IL
Contact: www.higshow.com

June 19-21, 2006
Community Forestry At Its Best National Conference
National Arbor Day Foundation
Lied Lodge & Conference Center, Nebraska City, NE
Contact: www.arborday.org/communityforestry; 
1-888-448-7337

June 20-23, 2006
ArborMaster Training Programs
Two 2-day, Level 1 modules: Climbing, Precsn Felling
Richmond, VA
Contact: (860) 429-5028; Info@ArborMaster.com;
www.ArborMaster.com

June 24-27, 2006 
North Amer. Real Estate Congress & Office Bldg Show
(Building Owners & Managers Association)
Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX
Contact: 202-326-6331; www.boma.org

June 26-29, 2006
ArborMaster Training Programs
Two 2-day, Level 1 modules: Climbing, Precsn Felling
Haddam, CT
Contact: (860) 429-5028; Info@ArborMaster.com;
www.ArborMaster.com

July 8, 2006
ISA Tree Worker exam
Boise, ID
Contact: www.isa-arbor.com

July 25-27, 2006
PANTS (Penn Atlantic Nursery Trade Show) 
Atlantic City Convention Center, Atlantic City, NJ
Contact: PLNA 1-800-898-3411; www.PLNA.com

July 28, 2006
10th Annual Woody Plant Conference
Scott Arboretum, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA
Contact: (610) 388-1000 x507; 
www.longwoodgardens.org

July 29-August 2, 2006
The ISA 2006 Annual Conference & Trade Show
“Hooked On Trees: Arboriculture Up North”
Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis, MN
Contact: Jessica Marx; 1-888-472-8733; (217) 355-
9411; jmarx@isa-arbor.com

August 10, 2006
No Business Like Snow Business; If You Prepare Early!
MGIA Summer Programs; Bingham Farms, MI 
Contact: (248) 646-4992 

August 15-18, 2006
ArborMaster Training Programs
Two 2-day, Level 1 modules: Climbing, Precsn Felling
Massachusetts (TBA) 
Contact: (860) 429-5028; Info@ArborMaster.com;
www.ArborMaster.com

August 22, 2006
Plant Identification 
MGIA Summer Programs; Plymouth, MI 
Contact: (248) 646-4992 

September 5, 2006
Ornamental & Turf Diagnostic
Novi, MI
Contact: MGIA, (248) 646-4992 

September 22-24, 2006
1st New England Student Conference & Job Fair
New England Chapter ISA
Southern New Hampshire location tba
Contact: T. Walsh (603) 867-0899; t.m.walsh@att.net

September 28, 2006
MGIA`s 2nd Annual Snow Mgt. Conf. & Expo
Troy, MI 
Contact: (248) 646-4992 

October 1-4, 2006
Society of Municipal Arborists Annual Conference
Asheville, NC
Contact: www.urban-forestry.com

October 2, 2006
Urban Forestry/Nursery/Landscape/Turf Field Day
Virginia Tech/Mid-Atlantic Chapter, ISA
VA Tech Hampton Roads Agr. Research & Ext. Ctr.
Virginia Beach, VA
Contact: bapple@vt.edu; www.vaes.vt.edu/hampton

October 5-6, 2006
ISA Texas Annual Tree Conference
Round Rock Marriott, Round Rock, TX
Contact: Mike Walterscheidt; (512) 587-7515;
www.trees-isa.org/events/

Industry Almanac

More almanac online!

For the most up to date calendar information, visit
www.treecareindustry.org�� news�� industry calendar
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October 9, 2006
Tree Hazard & Habitat
Risk Assessment & Ancient Tree Mgt. seminar
Sturbridge Host Hotel & Conf. Ctr, 
Sturbridge, MA
Contact: Safetrees, LLC, www.safetrees.com

October 10, 2006
It’s All About the Water
Farmington Hills, MI 
Contact: MGIA, (248) 646-4992 

October 11, 2006
Tree Hazard & Habitat
Risk Assessment & Ancient Tree Mgt. seminar
Washington, D.C., area (location tba)
Contact: Safetrees, LLC, www.safetrees.com

October 12, 2006
MGIA Compliance 2006 and Test-n-Tune
Shelby Township, MI 
Contact: (248) 646-4992 

October 13, 2006
Tree Hazard & Habitat
Risk Assessment & Ancient Tree Mgt. seminar
The Dawes Arboretum, 
near Columbus, OH
Contact: Safetrees, LLC, www.safetrees.com

October 17, 2006
Tree Hazard & Habitat
Risk Assessment & Ancient Tree Mgt. seminar
The Mountaineers Building, Seattle, WA
Contact: Safetrees, LLC, www.safetrees.com

October 19, 2006
Tree Hazard & Habitat
Risk Assessment & Ancient Tree Mgt. seminar
Finley Community Center, Santa Rosa, CA
Contact: Safetrees, LLC, www.safetrees.com

October 27-29, 2006
NJ Shade Tree Federation Conference
Philadelphia Cherry Hill Hilton, Cherry Hill, NJ
Contat: Bill Porter or Donna Massa (732) 246-3210

October 27-28, 2006
PHC’s Plant Biology Workshop
Presented by Dr. Donald H. Marx, 
Frogmore, SC
Contact: www.planthealthcare.com

November 7, 2006
Tree Care Workshop
Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle (405) 744-7361
mike.schnelle@okstate.edu

November 9-11, 2006
TCI EXPO 2006
Tree Care Industry Association
Baltimore, MD
Contact: Deb Cyr 1-800-733-2622, Ext. 106; 
cyr@treecareindustry.org; or www.tcia.org

February 11-15, 2007
Winter Management Conference 2007
Tree Care Industry Association
Hilton Cancun Golf & Spa Resort, Cancun, Mexico
Contact: Deb Cyr 1-800-733-2622, Ext. 106; 
cyr@treecareindustry.org; or www.tcia.org

June 5-7, 2007
National Oak Wilt Symposium
ISA – Texas
Austin Hilton, Austin, Texas
Contact: Mike Walterscheidt, mbwalter@totalac-
cess.net; www.trees-isa.org/events/

Send your event information to:
Tree Care Industry, 

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1,
Manchester, NH 03103

or staruk@treecareindustry.org
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Cutting Edge - News

PLANET hosts day of service
at Arlington National in July

Once every year, members of the
Professional Landcare Network (PLAN-
ET) converge in Washington to reaffirm
their sense of patriotism and pride. PLAN-
ET is the merged organization of the
Associated Landscape Contractors of
America (ALCA) and the Professional
Lawn Care Association of America
(PLCAA). 

This year, a Renewal & Remembrance
event at Arlington National Cemetery will
be held Monday, July 24, from 7 a.m. to 1
p.m., with a welcome reception the day
before, Sunday, July 23. At Arlington, vol-
unteers from the lawn, landscape and tree
care industry dedicate manpower and
equipment to enhance this national treasure.
PLANET, which is organizing this effort in
honor of America’s veterans and leaders, is
asking TCIA members to help with light-
ning protection, cabling and bracing for
some historic trees in the cemetery. A limit-
ed number of specialized crews are needed.

For more information or to volunteer,
please contact Phil Fogarty at (216) 289-
5446 (office), (216) 410-5489 (mobile) or
pfogarty@adelphia.net.

Davey makes Richard Foote
operations manager

Richard Foote recently was promoted to
operations manager in charge of acquisi-
tions and expansion for The Davey Tree
Expert Company. In his new role, Foote will
supervise Davey’s acquisitions, a crucial
part of the company’s strategic growth and
expansion. As part of the job, Foote will also
help retain newly acquired customers and
assimilate newly acquired companies to
Davey systems and methodologies.

A 1975 graduate of Kent State
University with a degree in conservation
and a 1987 MBA graduate, Foote previous-
ly served as district manager of Davey’s

Denver residential office, where he inte-
grated four acquisitions in the Denver
market. Foote
started his 30-year
career with Davey
in lawn care and
progressed from
lawn care techni-
cian to sales
representative to
district manager
and then area man-
ager and to
operations manag-
er in Davey’s residential/commercial
full-service operations. 

Asplundh partners on utility
vegetation management

Asplundh Tree Expert Co. has signed a
license and distribution agreement to bring
eVMS – the electronic Vegetation
Management Solution – to its customers in
North America, the United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand. 

eVMS’s patent-pending software and
business process provide the tools and sup-
port for utilities to create, plan, execute,
monitor and report on every aspect of trans-
mission and/or distribution vegetation
management programs and activities. Such
activities may include performing an inven-
tory of vegetation, prioritizing pruning
activities, and scheduling the people and
equipment to perform the required tasks.
eVMS not only offers process efficiencies,
but it will also help utilities comply with
and report on new NERC mandatory trans-
mission clearance requirements. 

eVMS was developed by CN Utility
Consulting, Enporion and ViryaNet.
CNUC, with experience in consulting on
UVM issues, provides product definition
leadership. Enporion is responsible for the
development and operation of eVMS,
which has incorporated key capabilities
from ViryaNet’s work management sys-
tem, Service Hub. 

A pre-production field trial of eVMS has

been successfully completed with
Asplundh and Southern California Edison.
As a result of the agreement, Asplundh
Tree Expert Co. will now market eVMS. 

“Asplundh has a long history of identify-
ing new processes and tools that have
driven productivity improvements in the
utility vegetation management process,”
says Scott Asplundh, Asplundh president.
“eVMS is a technology tool that will
streamline many aspects of that process for
our customers, thereby improving reliabili-
ty and helping with regulatory reporting.” 

Bartlett part of HMI field
assessment network

Bartlett Tree Experts has joined the
Premier Level Member (PLM) network of
field-based landscape assessors developed
by Horticultural Asset Management, Inc.
(HMI). Bartlett’s arborist representatives
will conduct landscape assessments on res-
idential and commercial properties to
determine the types, sizes and condition of
the woody trees and shrubs. From this data
HMI’s system will establish the replace-
ment cost valuation of each plant assessed
on the property. In addition, Bartlett and
other PLMs will provide property owners
with risk mitigation services, repair and
even tree replacement services as needed.

“Bartlett prides itself on providing
knowledgeable customers with high value
tree care services,” states Bartlett’s presi-
dent, Greg Daniels. “We are very excited
about being a part of HMI’s PLM network
because we believe the products HMI is
supporting will further consumers’ aware-
ness of the value of their landscape and the
need for high quality tree care and risk
management plans.”

HMI’s system establishes replacement
values for an entire landscape as well as for
individual plants. These replacement values
can be used to establish insurance coverage
requirements, help determine casualty loss
values, and to support the asking price of a
landscaped property during a real estate
transaction. PLM members receive work
referrals and other benefits.

Richard Foote
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Monterey Hasta La Vista, Ant!
Among the advantages of using Monterey Lawn and Garden Products’ Hasta La Vista,

Ant!™ to deal with ant problems are that it can be used both indoors and outdoors,
is long-lasting – up to 90 days outdoors and until consumed indoors – and is envi-
ronmentally friendly because it breaks down into a plant nutrient. It also does not
kill the messenger, at least not right away – the worker ants take the bait back to
the nest where it is processed into food for the queen and other ants. More toxic
baits kill the worker ants before they have time to get it to the nest. Hasta La Vista,
Ant!™ has a bilingual label, with directions for use in both English and Spanish,
and is packaged in 1 pound and 5 pound containers. Contact Monterey Lawn and

Garden Products at (559) 499-2100 or visit www.montereylawngarden.com.

Stonebrooke Stump grinder
Stonebrooke Equipment Inc.’s ArborWolf

stump grinder attachment incorporates
patent pending technology and an ultra sim-
ple design that eliminates wiring, cylinders,
pivot bushings and in-cab controllers. High
torque technology gives incredible power
and allows up to 6-inch cuts. There are
no outriggers to damage the lawn and
increase set-up time – just drive up and
grind wood. And it is safe. A low rpm
design reduces chips thrown and the size of the
cleanup area. No case drain line is needed. The unit requires 15 to 40 gpm auxiliary flow.
The true view wheel allows easy and precise positioning. The ArborWolf is an affordable,
high-production grinder. Contact Stonebrooke Equipment Inc. at 1-800-905-2265.

Cutting Edge - Products
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Model 3400 joins Bandit’s stump grinder line
The recently unveiled Model

3400 high-production stump
grinder is ideal for removing
stumps in land- and lot-clearing
projects, under power lines and
beneath rights of way. This
powerful stumper easily dis-
poses of stumps, and its
versatility allows it to quickly
reach stumps previously inaccessible to other stump grinders. Bandit’s Model 3400 is
equipped with 140 horsepower and a unique hydrostatic cutter wheel drive with a
hydraulic, planetary motor built into the cutter head. This combination eliminates the need
for a belt, jackshaft or transfer-case-type drive. The powerful 305 Cat rubber-tracked under-
carriage allows this machine to go almost anywhere and work effectively in soft or uneven
ground conditions. A radio remote controls all functions from any position, increasing oper-
ator comfort while providing maximum visibility, leading to increased production. Contact
Bandit Industries at 1-800-952-0178 or via www.banditchippers.com.

Giuffre and Terex partner on
new cranes

Giuffre Bros. Cranes Inc.,
headquartered in Milwaukee,
is adding two new truck-
mounted cranes to its
product line. Giuffre
can offer its cus-
tomers boom
trucks with 18-
ton and 25-ton
capacity, the
Dino 1800

and Dino 2500 respectively. The additions
are a result of an exclusive contract
between Giuffre Bros. and Terex, an inter-
national corporation with a crane division
in Waverly, Iowa. Under a special licensing
agreement, Giuffre Bros. will be the only
crane distributor to handle these two new
products. The new units round out the
Giuffre Bros. line, which includes truck-
cranes with capacity from 17 tons to 40
tons. Giuffre points out that the standard
Giuffre Bros. practice of buying in large
volume will make these new truck-crane
packages available at the lowest prices in
the industry. The company offers in-house
financing and all products are supported by
the Giuffre Bros. parts and service depart-
ment. Contact Giuffre Bros. Cranes Inc. at
(414) 764-9200 or via www.giuffre.com.
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Frankfort, Indiana  
Ph: 765-659-1524

 www.ptostumpgrinders.com 

YES!...WE DO SKIDSTEER GRINDERS

SEVEN MODELS AVAILABLE WITH THE SAME VERY HIGH QUALITY AND VERY 
HIGH PERFORMANCE WE ARE KNOWN FOR ON OUR TRACTOR MOUNTED GRINDERS

• Performance equal to 50-80 HP engine driven grinders
• Super robust construction
• Full X-Y-Z cutter head motion
• Italian radial piston hydraulic motor
• Wheel support via tapered roller bearings in a sealed oil bath

• Blanchard ground O.D. turned cutter wheel
• 2” dia. bushed pivot pins
• 24” depth capability
• Integral back fill blade
• Unmatched quality, performance, reliability, and profitability

 • POWERFUL • PROVEN • PATENTED • PERFORMERS
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Mauget Abacide 2 controls tent caterpillars 
Abacide 2, Mauget’s newest insecticide, is now double the

strength of Abacide. Abacide 2 (2 percent abamectin in 4-milliliter
capsules) was shown to

have “fast, 100 percent
control of eastern tent
caterpillars” in a 2004
University of

Kentucky College of
Agriculture study looking at prevention of Mare Reproductive Loss
Syndrome (MRLS). The caterpillars have been linked with out-
breaks of MRLS, which can cause late-term abortions, early-term
fetal losses and weak foals. “It is the first effective non-spray cater-
pillar insecticide on the market where the active ingredient has low
toxicity to people and livestock,” according to a University of
Kentucky press release on the Abacide 2 findings. Abacide 2 is a
warning labeled effective insecticide controlling spider mites, leaf
miners, elm leaf beetle, sycamore lace bug, and lepidoptera insects
such as fall web worm and eastern tent caterpillar. Among its added
benefits are a faster control time and a longer residual period.
Contact Mauget at 1-800-873-3779 or via www.mauget.com.

Vermeer TG7000 tub grinder
Vermeer Manufacturing Company’s TG7000 tub grinder, its lat-

est organic waste recycling technology, uses a CAT 3412 E power
plant with a twin turbocharged air-after-cooled engine. Engine
options include a 1,000 hp (746 kW) or 860 hp (641 kW). A non-
loader machine weighs approximately 73,500 pounds (27,433 kg);
with loader feature weighs
approximately 84,500 pounds
(38,409 kg). Other
options include
mechanical or air-ride
suspension, and
wheel assemblies
with steel hub piloted duals or aluminum super singles – which pro-
vide increased ground clearance and better traction. The TG7000
has a self-tensioning, maintenance-free tub drive chain; an inside
tub diameter of 10 feet (3 m), a depth of 56 inches (142 cm), and
an 11-foot, 4-inch (3.45 m) loading height. A 13 foot (4 m) tub flare
makes loading large and bulky materials easier. The tub table lifts
over 90 degrees for easy tub clean out and mill box access. Contact
Vermeer at 1-888-VERMEER (837-6337) or via www.vermeer.com.
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By Janet Aird

Opportunity is everywhere in the
world of tree care. And the Tree
Care Industry Association’s

Accreditation program is giving consulting
arborists and tree care company owners an
opportunity to expand their business in a
new direction.

Achieving TCIA Accreditation not only
makes companies look more professional
to consumers searching for quality compa-
nies, it also helps them operate more
efficiently and safely. But Accreditation is
not a ‘rubber stamp’ – TCIA has 67 points
in its audit checklist. 

“It’s not too common to get all 67 the
first time,” says Bob Rouse, who designed
the program and is now director of
Accreditation. “If a company is just getting
started on the process, we’d recommend
hiring a consultant.” 

And that’s where opportunity comes
in. Consulting arborists who want to
expand their consulting business, and/or
tree care company owners who want to
expand into consulting, can get work
with companies that want help preparing
for Accreditation. 

Candidates who go through TCIA’s
new auditor/consultant training program
can become TCIA-approved auditor/
consultants. In addition to assisting
some companies prepare for the
Accreditation process, they can perform
the Accreditation audits for other com-
panies that are ready to become
accredited, as well as perform periodic
inspections of previously accredited
companies.

Consultants

There’s a need for consultants who know
the tree care industry.

John Iurka, TCIA’s first – and so far,
only – approved auditor/consultant, says,
“Most well-qualified tree care companies
are up to speed on what the TCIA
Accreditation program requires, but some
need some fine tuning. There are so many
areas in our very technical world nowa-
days; probably almost everyone has an
area they need improvement on.” 

Two years ago, Robert Brudenell’s tree
care company, The Natural Way, became
accredited. It was the third in the country,
and the first in Colorado. 

“We had a lot of questions,” Brudenell

says. “I think having a consultant would
speed up the process. It would especially
reduce administrative time. But it would
depend who the consultant was, how inti-
mately he understood the Accreditation
process and how the business was organ-
ized.”

Company owners who want help
preparing for Accreditation don’t have to
hire a TCIA-approved auditor/consult-
ant. A business consultant may be all
they need. But Iurka points out that busi-
ness consultants are focused “on the
bottom line. TCIA-approved
auditor/consultants are familiar with all
phases of what tree companies do, like
pesticides and legal issues.”

Bob Good, owner of Good’s Tree Care

Accreditation 
Opens a Door to Consulting

Business of Tree Care

Randall McDonald, at right, who is undergoing the TCIA Accreditation auditor/consultant training, observes operations dur-
ing his site visit at Barrett Tree Service in Sheffield, Mass. That’s Barrett’s Asa Palmer manning the lowering line.
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Inc., worked with a consultant to help him
with the Accreditation process. 

“It was a lot of learning for myself and
the consultant,” Good says. “Jim
(Egenrieder) had a pretty good back-
ground, but he spent a lot of time bringing
himself up to speed on Accreditation.”

Egenrieder has since enrolled in TCIA’s
auditor/consultant program.

Most companies could benefit from
using an auditor/consultant even if they
aren’t getting accredited, Iurka says. “I
think every company and every office of
larger companies needs to be fine-tuned
occasionally. There are so many different
facets of regulations, and regulations
change. Sometimes business owners may
not know what the latest ones are.” 

Rouse recommends that companies do a
self-audit every year to check things such
as their insurance and the number of
arborists they have on staff, “so things
don’t pile up or fall off the radar.”

“Having a consultant can help. It’s
always good to have someone from the
outside with an objective view to pick up
on things that are second nature to own-
ers,” he says. “Consultants also can help
set up safety programs for companies.”

TCIA-approved auditor/consultants are
specifically qualified to consult for tree care
companies because they go through TCIA’s
rigorous training program, Rouse says.

TCIA approved auditor/consultant 

To become a TCIA approved
auditor/consultant, applicants must first
pass a pre-selection process, where TCIA
looks at their qualifications and experi-
ence. They don’t have to have previous
consulting experience, but they must have
worked for at least five years in a tree care
business or have equivalent experience in
the management and operation of a serv-
ice-oriented business. They also must have
a track record showing that they have ethi-
cal business practices and high personal
standards. They cannot be employed by a

North American or North American-based
tree care company.

Once they’re accepted into the
auditor/consultant program, applicants
attend a two-day workshop, which gives
them intense training in the TCIA
Accreditation program. They learn every
aspect of a well-run tree care business,
from business practices to pruning stan-
dards, including: 

• elements of a good business plan 
• how to address customer complaints in

a satisfactory manner, and how to track
complaints to find out how many have
been settled and how many have not

• requirements for training and certifica-
tion of employees

• relevant federal regulations, including
ones from the Department of
Transportation and OSHA

• ANSI A300 performance standards,
which include writing estimates, and
techniques for pruning and fertilizing

• ANSI Z133.1 safety standards for
pruning, trimming, repairing, maintain-
ing and removing trees, and cutting
brush 

Once applicants complete the workshop,
they conduct a trial audit of a company that
is seeking Accreditation and write up the
audit. After their audit report is reviewed
and approved, they may be qualified to
both consult for or audit any tree care com-
pany in the country. 

TCIA-approved auditor/consultants
keep informed of current industry stan-
dards and adhere to local, national and
international laws. They provide objective
and accurate service and conduct business
in an honest and dignified manner. 

They also maintain the confidentiality of
all their auditing and consulting activities.
They agree to report mistakes to the com-
pany and to TCIA as soon as possible and
to notify companies and TCIA of potential
conflicts of interest.

“It’s very exciting,” Iurka says, of
becoming TCIA’s first auditor/consultant.
“This is something entirely new in my

arsenal of expertise.” Now otherwise
retired, Iurka owned a tree care company
for 10 years, and has more than 35 years
experience in all aspects of the industry. 

THE BEST
SINCE 
1921

www.fannosaw.com
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Company owners who have an interest in
hiring an approved auditor/consultant to
either audit or consult may contact either

TCIA or one of the auditor/consultants
directly, Iurka says. They can see his refer-
ences, experience and location, and discuss

his fee. Consultants cannot audit a company
for Accreditation if they have already served
as a consultant for the same company. 

Consultants and Accreditation

Once company owners apply for
Accreditation, TCIA sends them all the
information they need, at no cost. 

“I got a three-ring binder and at least one
CD,” Brudenell says.

One CD tells them everything they need
to know about becoming accredited. It
includes an Accreditation guidebook, a
TCIA Model Company Safety Program,
ANSI standards, and a management guide.
The management guide includes a sample
employee handbook that outlines policies
such as the employee dress code and vaca-
tion time. There’s also an Accreditation
training database CD and a self-audit
checklist. 

Please circle 27 on Reader Service Card

Employees at Grace Tree Care in Hayden, Idaho, conducting a safety meeting. Approved auditors/consultants can help a
company set up an employee training program and other business systems related to TCIA Accreditation so that training is
documented and effective.
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Rouse stresses that the information is
intended to be used as guidelines for com-
panies, not cut-and-dried rules they have to
follow. “We created a model that can be

adapted to virtually any tree care company.
How the company implements the policy
is up to the company.”

Consultants can use all this information
as a basis for their recommendations,
Rouse says. In fact, he adds, companies
can use the Accreditation guidebook
whether or not they decide to become
accredited. “It’s a great blueprint for a tree
care company.” 

Good says that there was so much infor-
mation on becoming accredited, it was
overwhelming. He hired Egenrieder to
help. 

“The big thing was getting systems in
place,” Good says. “I needed someone to
help organize the process. I got together
with him every two weeks. He helped all
around. We developed timelines. He got
everything to Bob (Rouse) in a timely
manner. He helped put systems in place.

He helped with the safety program and put
together the whole safety manual. He
helped write the employee handbook. He
was really good.”

Auditors

When a company owner feels his com-
pany is ready to be accredited, the auditor
comes in. 

The audit itself takes a whole day, Rouse
says. First, the auditor visits a worksite and
interviews employees to get a general
sense of the company, check that training
is being done, observe crews working and
see some pruning jobs. Later, it’s back to
the office. 

The auditor checks the company’s busi-
ness plan. He makes sure that the company
has sufficient insurance coverage and
appropriate licenses, and is making tax
payments. He also verifies that the compa-
ny is complying with industry standards
for training and certification of employees
and with all relevant federal regulations. 

By the end of the day, the auditor can
usually tell the owners if they’re accredit-
ed. If they’re not, he’ll tell them what they
need to do. It’s a checklist program, Rouse
says, so they don’t have to complete it all
at once.

Good is glad he had a consultant. “It
makes the process go a little more smooth-
ly,” he says. “And you get it done.”

TCIAAccreditation helps tree care com-
panies become more organized and to
operate more efficiently and safely. It also
provides opportunities for tree care profes-
sionals interested in consulting a new
avenue through which to expand their
business.

For more information on becoming
accredited or becoming a TCIA
Accreditation auditor/consultant, contact
Bob Rouse at 1-800-733-2622 or
rouse@treecareindustry.org.

Janet Aird is a freelance writer who lives
in Altadena, California.
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Bob Rouse, left, TCIA’s director of Accreditation, and a
company employee observe operations at General Tree
Service in Clackamas, Oregon, during Rouse’s
Accreditation audit in March. General Tree subsequently
received its Accreditation, the second Oregon company
to do so.
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By Rick Howland 

Is the cost of fuel eating into your prof-
its? Fortunately, an unintended
consequence of the new federal clean

air laws, some manufacturing options, and
a bit of common sense can save a bundle in
the long term – even if it’s only at a few
gallons of fuel a day.

The new federal rules to clean up diesel
engines (diesel by far being the leading
chipper power plant) had a rather uninten-
tional result – fuel economy. For engine
makers to get their diesel machines to run
cleaner, electronic and computer controls
were installed. The new controls became
largely responsible for how an engine runs
in terms of fuel economy, and when it runs.
For example, if you leave some chippers
running without actually processing wood,
the unit will de-stroke, that is, go into a
borderline sleep mode, calling for less fuel
until you crank it up to speed.

Next, because they can’t directly affect
the engines, chipper manufacturers are
finding other ways to conserve fuel, such
as increasing the efficiency with which the
disk or drum attacks the wood, reducing
the need for brute force – and fuel; and
sometimes scavenging energy for process-
es like moving the chips.

And finally, chipper makers are discov-
ering that business sense is being applied to
the size and numbers of chipper units a
company runs and, ultimately, how effi-
ciently an operator runs the unit. (Instead
of utilizing only the largest machines, users
are opting either for very large units that
are extremely efficient, or for units of dif-
ferent sizes, thus matching their equipment
and fuel economy to the job.)

Eric Ray is sales manager at Altec
Industries’ Creedmoor Manufacturing

Division in Creedmoor, N.C. The company
is largely a distributor of chipper equip-
ment, and most of the power plants in its
chipper line are Kubota, Cummins, Perkins
and Deutz. With few exceptions, engines
are diesel. According to Ray, the company
has a cooperative agreement with
Wood/Chuck to market its chipper brands.
Altec still makes its own smaller, gas-pow-
ered Whisper Chippers.

Ray’s observations seem counterintu-

itive to what one might think in an era of
rapidly rising fuel costs. 

“What I am seeing is a push to buy big-
ger chippers, the larger self-feed diesel
types versus smaller gas styles,” says Ray.
“Larger ones in my opinion help in two
ways. First, there’s the diesel fuel econo-
my, but also these units can take on larger
pieces and more volume, so the run time is
not as long.”

The result, he says, is a throughput of
material at a lower cost per ton. “Couple that
with an accelerating market for tree care
services, I think the trend to larger, more
efficient units is a matter of business oppor-
tunity, fuel notwithstanding,” says Ray.

Jerry Morey, president of Bandit
Industries agrees that “fuel is definitely a
big issue. We chipper guys can’t do much
on the engine side. We’re at the mercy of
Tier 2 and Tier 3 regulations [a tiered
approach to mandated emissions] with the
government dictating to manufacturers.
There’s not much we can do there.” 
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Rayco’s RC 20xp 20-inch capacity whole tree drum chipper has a 225 hp turbo-charged John Deere diesel engine that
attaches to a maintenance free hydraulic self-adjusting clutch. Automatic feed control protects the engine from overload-
ing and enhances machine performance. Rayco’s fuel saver technology throttles the engine down to an idle if the feed
wheel control bar is left in neutral for more than 60 seconds, minimizing fuel consumption.

While most of its large units have diesel engines from
Kubota, Cummins, Perkins or Deutz, Altec still makes its
smaller, gas-powered Whisper Chippers.
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Limited by engine technology, he says,
chipper makers are left with trying to make
the chipper cut more efficiently and thus
use less energy. 

At Bandit, the approach is to maximize
the angle of the wood’s grain as it heads
into the action, specifically on the larger
diameter drums. “We’re standardizing the
chip angle of the large drum machines, the
1290, 1590 and 1890,” Morey says. 

Those steps join others taken years ago,
such as the auto feed, which stops and
backs out ill-fed material. According to
Morey, this eliminates friction created
from wood rubbing on the disk or drum
and lets the engine recover faster. The
result is less fuel consumption. 

Additionally, the process reduces the
possibility of the wood creating excess heat
and taking the temper off the cutting
knives. “Knives stay sharper longer,” he
says. “The biggest thing to rob horsepower
and drive up fuel consumption in a chipper

is dull knives.”

Other steps to increase fuel efficiency at
Bandit include creating discharge systems
that use the natural energy of the chip com-
ing off the knife to assist in the discharge,
a design that allows anvils to drop into
their proper settings automatically, and
including the capability for customers to
touch-up knives. 

John Bird , president at J.P. Carlton, is of
the opinion that the fuel cost crisis is caus-
ing tree care businesses to think more
carefully and plan more aggressively how
they buy and use equipment. Carlton
makes five chipper models, all disk, most-
ly using Deutz, Kubota, Caterpillar or John
Deere diesel engines.

Bird, in addressing the federal mandates
to clean up diesel emissions, says, “To
clean them up, engine manufacturers had
to make their engines more efficient,” and
he observed that the fuel efficiencies were
a collateral, albeit positive fallout. 

“What I’m seeing are customers in our
industry who realize they no longer need
all large chippers in the high horsepower
range on all jobs.” His point is that compa-
nies with two to three crews can run
smaller ones alongside of larger ones in the
fleet. “Not all of them need large machines.
Ornamental trimming, cleanup or even a
takedown doesn’t require an 18-inch
capacity with a large engine. We see an
increase in the sale of our 9-inch chipper
because of its efficiencies and the fact it’s
on the high end of the capacity and dura-
bility spectrum.” 

Bird sees tree care industry pros pur-
chasing multiple units, each appropriate to
a job, and they are no longer rolling out the
large ones “just in case.”

“It requires better planning,” says Bird.
“Plus, with systems like reverse-feed that
used to be an option becoming more stan-
dard, you can get by with lower
horsepower.”

While engine technology and chipper
technology have advanced in recent years,
Bird doesn’t see the hottest trend in cars,

hybrids, coming to the tree care industry
anytime soon. “I have not heard of them,
and I doubt we’ll see one in the next 20
years,” Bird says. He pointed out that hybrid
cars use regenerating technologies from
braking to help recharge the car’s battery. “I
doubt if this is applicable for chippers.”

Tom Gross, owner of Dynamic
Manufacturing Corporation, notes, “When
diesel topped $2 a gallon, everyone started
asking questions about fuel consumption.”

“First off, one of the greatest sources of
fuel economy is the cutting system in your
machine. The more efficient the cutting
system, the more your fuel economy,”
Gross says. “Engine manufacturers tell us
that machines under load require so many
gallons per minute of fuel per number of
horsepower. That said, if you’re processing
wood at a high rate, the cutting system
becomes the major variable.”

Rather than disk and/or conventional
drum style chippers, Dynamic makes the
Conehead chipper. “With this basic design,
we’ve seen guys using them get more tons
per gallon (of fuel) per hour because it’s a
more efficient cutting system,” Gross says.

As Gross explains it, the benefit of the
Conehead technology is the angle of
attack the chipper takes on the wood,
actually creating a shearing force to help
the knife slide through wood, using less
energy, less power and less fuel. The
Conehead line consists of the 300, 400
and the most popular 500 series, each with
multiple models. All are diesel.

Bandit’s design allows users to touch up the chipper
knives. “The biggest thing to rob horsepower and drive up
fuel consumption in a chipper is dull knives,” says
Bandit’s Jerry Morey.

Steps to increase fuel efficiency at Bandit include creat-
ing discharge systems, such as this swivel discharge
option, that use the natural energy of the chip coming off
the knife to assist in the discharge, a design that allows
anvils to drop into their proper settings automatically.
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J.P. Carlton makes five chipper models, all disk, mostly
using Deutz, Kubota, Caterpillar or John Deere diesel
engines.
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“Maintenance of knives for better cut-
ting conditions also means better
conditions for fuel economy, and I’ve
noticed that users who ran chippers wide
open all day with little or no wood are get-
ting more cognizant of fuel costs,” says
Gross. “Now they will pile up wood,
process and then shut down. It’s all com-

mon sense, but it adds up.”

Morbark also uses mainly diesel in its six
models of 8- to 18-inch chippers, although
it does offer a gas-powered engine on its
small 8-inch chipper. Rob Faber, commer-
cial sales specialist, says the fuel crunch
right now is not affecting sales but he and
the company see rising fuel cost as an issue.

“I’ve heard from engine manufacturers
that they are starting to see a call for
biodiesel fuel, but there’s a question of how
much (biodiesel) chippers can run.
Anecdotally, it appears most can run up to
15 percent,” says Faber. 

“Customers are going to larger engines
largely because of fuel efficiency, and
that’s because the newer engines are elec-
tronically controlled, which makes them
more efficient than the older models. All
Tier 2 engines are electronically con-
trolled,” he says, adding that there is
customer interest in the Tier 3 engines in

the 175 hp class and up, but he hasn’t seen
any yet from the engine makers.

“There have been,” Faber adds, “a grow-
ing number of calls from customers on fuel
efficiency, and the No. 1 thing a user can do
is to keep knives sharp and anvils in shape
or replaced. Maintenance is the best
weapon to get the most fuel efficiency from
a chipper. Dull knives and worn anvils take
more fuel to power. We stress proper main-
tenance to our customers worried about fuel
efficiency. That includes keeping air filters
clean, running belts at proper tension and
keeping clutches in adjustment.”

Although the first intent was to get
diesels to burn clean, Ken Sconson at
Rayco, which makes 10 models, drum and
disk, in sizes from 12 to 20 inches, agrees
that the new Tier 2 diesel engines have
resulted in very efficient power plants. In
many of the electronically controlled mod-
els, engines “talk” to the logic board, he
says. “That essentially de-strokes an
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Southco Industries, Inc.
1840 E. Dixon Blvd.
Shelby, NC 28152

www.SouthcoIndustries.com
1-800-331-7655

“LOGLIFT” Model 75 ZT; 1,800 lb. cap. 
@ 28 ft. Max. reach...Top Seat Controls; 
Stows/Folds with grapple behind cab; 
SOUTHCO, Model: MP-12 or MP-14 
Dump Body Package....

New, From SOUTHCO INDUSTRIES, 
The Exclusive “LOGLIFT” Representive

to the Tree Care Industry
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A Morbark Hurricane 18 with CAT 213 hp power unit.
Morbark uses mainly diesel in its six models of 8- to 18-
inch chippers.
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engine automatically based on demand
(thus saving fuel) in cases when the user
doesn’t remember to do so. The feature is
now pretty much standard on heavy horse-
power diesel engines of 115 horsepower
and up,” he says.

Another factor he points to is that “big-
ger horsepower engines may have
efficiencies built in automatically. “Think
about it. How long does it take to chip a

tree? With a big unit, one tree can be gone
in 15 to 20 minutes. Plus, in the past,
arborists may have kept their chipper run-
ning for hours, chipping as they dissected a
tree. The de-stroking automatically saves
because there’s no need to run the machine
all out while you’re working … When the
operator needs to get up and running, all he
has to do it hit a bar and the engine auto-
matically goes back to full power.”

Woodsman makes eight chipper models,
10 to 22 inches, all diesel (John Deere,
Caterpillar, Perkins, Iveco and Cummins)
and all drum-style. Woodsman’s Bob
Engler has seen the interest in fuel efficien-
cies grow over the past three years since
fuel prices first began their climb and he
expects to see further efficiencies along
with cleaner burning engines with the com-
ing of the Tier 3 group sometime next year.
Tier 3 will see things like dual radiators
and waste-gated turbo powered engines.

“Mechanical has gone by the wayside,”
says Engler. “Almost all engines through
Tier 3 will have experienced a complete
changeover to computer control beginning
next year. These are far better and more effi-
cient engines than three or four years ago.”

“The fuel issue has really started to hit

home at the tree care level,” Engler says.
“Initially it appeared the market was
softer because of the uncertainty of the
economy in the third quarter of ’05 and
into early ’06.” 

Business for Woodsman has been good
to steady, but profitability for the tree care
professionals may not be so much a matter
of the efficiency of their tree care services,
Engler says, as it is “competition with John
Q Public for spendable dollars. It’s a mat-
ter of fuel prices, gas and home heating that
leaves less to spend on tree care.” To
Engler, if there is a real fuel crunch in the
business, it’s a slowing in tree trimming
because of customer cash flow. 

“Good tree companies have anticipated
that, so we are busy, but taking a wait-and-
see attitude,” he adds. 

“On the flip side regarding the bigger
units, there is more talk than ever about the
biomass aspect of chipping,” Engler
reports. “More burners are going on-line to
burn chips to make electricity. In the
Northeast, especially, we’re starting to see
that coming, and the result will be good for
the arborists who are near these burn
plants. Three to five years ago we couldn’t
get rid of chips. (See related article in the
May 2006 TCI magazine). Now, people are
lining up for chips and I’ve heard of at least
five new plants coming on line with other
mothballed ones re-firing. At the same
time, there’s talk about selling chips over-
seas to nations like Belgium!”

For Engler, it’s not so much a matter of
cost, but marketing and profitability. He
cites another example. “There has been a
big push on for bigger chippers in the last
five to seven years,” he says. “It’s the need
to process more and bigger wood without
adding personnel. It’s no longer a surprise
to see people buy a big chipper for large
jobs and a small one for prunings and day-
in/day-out. A few gallons of fuel a day
makes a difference.”

At Vermeer, Chris Nichols, national sales
manager, says, “Rather than talk about elec-
tronic engines becoming more efficient,
and using peak horsepower and torque
curves of the engines, one thing we do at
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Iveco, distributed by TCIA member Engine Center, of
Ferndale, Mich., is one of several engine manufacturers
used by Woodsman. Woodsman’s Bob Engler has seen the
interest in fuel efficiencies grow over the past three
years since fuel prices first began their climb, and he
expects to see further efficiencies along with cleaner
burning engines with the coming of the Tier 3 group
sometime next year. 
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Vermeer is to use the most efficient engines
available to their highest efficiencies.”

Sometimes it’s the little things that
count. For example, Nichols says Vermeer
took a look at common field practices and
found that operators on a job site would be
likely to engage the cutter and put the chip-

per to full rpm, run the material through
and leave the chipper at high rev as they
went some distance to get more material. 

“The whole time, the chipper is burning
fuel at full rpm. They’ll toss more material
into the chipper and go for more. One thing
we did a couple of years ago may be a
small thing, but it does help decrease fuel
consumption,” Nichols says. “Vermeer
changed to a high/low, two-position throt-
tle. It’s done with a rocker switch. No
levers to adjust or cables. The operator can
hit the switch, walk away, then hit it again
to high to feed new material. Introduced in
part to lower noise, the switch has evolved
into a bit of a fuel miser. Making it easy for
the operator means they tend to put the
chipper at low throttle more often.”

Vermeer also “tweaked” the electronic
feed control system to flatten peaks and
valleys in the rpm to keep the engine more
constant and deliver better fuel economy,

says Nichols. “We’ve also introduced
lighter materials as much as possible –
plastic and fiberglass to help towing effi-
ciencies,” he adds. “Some materials you
just can’t lighten up, though; they need to
be as robust as possible.”

“What we’re really trying to do is to get
better at using less horsepower to do more,
matching the engine to the demands of the
feed, cutting and electronic control systems
closely in combination with other parts,”
says Nichols. “There may be cases, for
example, where a 110 horsepower chipper
doesn’t need a full 130 horsepower engine
any more. We recognize that the heavier
the engine, the more fuel it consumes.”

Salsco Inc. in Cheshire, Conn., manufac-
tures two chipper types, PTO (typically
tractor-driven) and engine-driven (both
diesel and gas). Salsco produces about a
dozen models in all with capacities ranging
from 31/2 to 18 inches.
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Vermeer’s high/low, two-position throttle has a rocker
switch the operator can hit to easily adjust engine speed.
Introduced in part to lower noise, the switch has evolved
into a bit of a fuel miser; making it easy for the operator
means they tend to lower throttle more often.
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Joe Rizzo, Salsco sales rep, says, “We
see a demand for gas-powered chippers in

the smaller models, and we’re seeing a lot
more demand on 6-inch and up – strictly
diesel engines, because of their lifespan
and torque advantage. There was a lot big-
ger fuel advantage for diesel before the
fuel crunch, but people still like diesel
because it is a little cheaper and diesel
engines have a longer life.”

“Big engines are a fact of life in the tree
care business,” Rizzo says. “The challenge
is to maximize fuel consumption by
matching the horsepower to the work. All
of our machines are designed to be able to
chip more wood with less horsepower due
to our impeller design efficiency.”

Rizzo explains that the company has
added speed sensing capabilities to the auto
feed. “This monitors the rpm of the cutting
disk, which prevents overloading the cutting
disk and lets the impeller catch up. This
kind of engineering also gives the customer
the opportunity to chip larger capacity wood
with smaller horsepower. A 120- to 150-

horsepower chipper eats a lot more fuel than
a 60- or 80-horsepower unit that can do
essentially the same work,” he says. Salsco
engines range from 25 to 130 hp for the gas
models and 35 to 250 hp for diesel.

Regarding the PTO-powered chippers,
“A tree guy typically won’t bring a tractor
to the job, but those who use the PTO-driv-
en chippers save (in capital costs) because
they already own the engine,” he says.

Rizzo points to a sign of the times with
this observation: “I’ve had some customers
tell me they make sure they have wood
lined up and ready to run before starting
the chipper so they don’t have to leave it
running as they bring fresh wood.”

Chipper manufacturers seem to grasp the
need for greater fuel efficiency and, with
that in mind, are building machines around
the work habits of the end user. Now, if the
engine manufacturers can just make a
power plant that runs on chips …
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Basic Training for Ground Operations in Tree
Care; number 5 in series – Brush Chipper
Operation & Maintenance

Fourth in series, single video in VHS format, (Length
16:07) 
� Safe practices with the drum chipper as well as

hydraulic infeed disk and drum chippers
� Major safety issues associated with hooking up,

towing,operation and maintenance

Price: $59.95
(TCIA member price: $42.50)
Also sold in set of (5) – Basic Training for Ground
Operations video set. ($239.95)

For this and other safety and education products,
call 1-800-733-2622 or shop online at www.tcia.org
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T
he days in which a commercial

arborist can count on partnership

from the state or country coopera-

tive extension agent may be numbered.

That is what the author reads in between

the lines of a recent report provided to the

administrator of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) Cooperative State

Research, Education and Extension

Service (CSREES).

The Cooperative Extension System

(CES) is a publicly funded, non-formal

education system that links the educational

and research resources and activities of the

USDA-CSREES, 74 Land-Grant

Universities (LGUs), 30 other institutions,

and approximately 3,150 county adminis-

trative units. The Cooperative Extension

System’s stated mission is to enable people

to improve their lives and communities

through learning partnerships that put

knowledge to work. 

In early 2004, the chair of the Extension

Committee on Organization and Policy

(ECOP) and the administrator of USDA-

CSREES appointed a task force of

extension directors, extension administra-

tors and CSREES staff to review the

changes affecting funding for the

Cooperative Extension System nation-

wide. The task force also was encouraged

to recommend actions and best practices to

maintain and improve the quality and

impact of extension programming in the

face of a constantly changing financial sit-

uation. The report of the task force was

released in January. The 44-page report is

available online at: www.csrees.usda.gov/

qlinks/ecop.html (click on “Final Report”

to download the file.)

The national CES has changed signifi-

cantly in the past 30 years, adding new

partners, expanding programming signifi-

cantly in the human sciences and becoming

a trusted source of professional training

and certification programs.

These changes have occurred against a

backdrop of shifting financial resources.

Federal funding has remained flat with the

federal government moving to more com-

petitive funding models. State government

contributions to Cooperative Extension

increased substantially in the 1980s but not

equally across the country. Local govern-

ment support is patchy with some local

governments increasing support, others

providing none. 

Each state and institution has responded

to financial challenges in its own way.

Some institutions have aggressively sought

external grant funding to support program-

ming. Others have reorganized offices and

staff to maintain program integrity in the

face of budget cuts. Some institutions have

experimented with the imposition of fees

for programs that result in a private indi-

vidual benefit, such as certification or

accreditation. The public has also respond-

ed with a desire to shoulder some of the

management and funding burden of popu-

lar extension programs though private

donations and the creation of Extension-

related non-profit organizations.

In fiscal 1972, Cooperative extension

funding was just over 40 percent federal,

just under 40 percent state, 17 percent local

and about 2 percent “other.” In fiscal 2003,

federal funding had shrunk to 17 percent.

With state and local funding not changing

appreciably, grants (17 percent) and fees (4

percent) had taken up the slack.

Since the early 1970s, the makeup of

Extension faculty and staff has changed

dramatically. Some county-based educa-

tors and state Extension specialists are host

LGU university faculty, some are not. In

other cases, state specialists are university

faculty, yet county-based “agents” are not,

and many such educators are no longer

hired exclusively to do Extension work.

Today many Extension educators who are

university faculty members located on the

institution’s primary campus are often

hired with split appointments and are

expected to conduct research, operate

Extension programs and teach courses.

Requirements for earned educational cre-

dentials and levels of professional

performance have been raised dramatically

over the past three decades and now more

closely match university faculty in other

disciplines. County-based Extension facul-

ty members must have expertise in more

diversified fields as more positions are

unfilled or eliminated. The bottom line is

that in many cases, Extension is making do

with fewer faculty and staff.

The likeliest outcomes from the 

challenges faced by CES include: fee-for-

service activities replacing services that

used to cost nothing; increasing dependen-

cy on grants and other private funding to

sustain CES initiatives and greater empha-

sis inevitably being placed on initiatives

that can create and sustain their own fund-

ing. Even privatization of the cooperative

extension system, or key processes within

it, is possible.

For the practicing arborist, the days may

be numbered that one can call the county

horticultural extension agent to get diagno-

sis and treatment recommendations for a

variety of ornamental and shade tree pests.

In some areas, those free services are

already gone.

It may behoove the local, state and

regional tree organizations and arborist

associations to engage in more active dia-

logue with CES representatives. If the

private sector doesn’t take some initiative,

a vital and in many cases free service could

be lost.

Peter Gerstenberger is senior advisor
for safety, compliance & standards for the
Tree Care Industry Association.

Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger
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By William Warren

William Warren’s“The Common Lilac
(Syringa vulgaris),” in the December 2002
issue of TCI, addressed the rejuvenation of
lilacs. This article updates the progress of
those lilacs as well as pruning for flowers,
transplanting (ball and burlap), forming
and shape for the new lilac.

T
here is an amazing anomaly where

grass, flowers, trees and shrubs are

concerned. Homeowners will

spend hundreds of hours to take care of the

grass and flowers and will do practically

nothing to take care of their shrubs, bushes

and trees. A nice green lawn, some flow-

ers and some foundation plants can

make a house into a home and be

worth several thousands of dollars to

the resale of the house. Lilacs that

are established have an aesthetic

value that would be difficult to

replace by most homeowners. Yet, lots

of established lilacs are failing

to flower or are dying because

of neglect and the lack of under-

standing their needs.

The common lilac (Syringa
vulgaris) is the state flower of New

Hampshire. It is not an indigenous shrub to

New Hampshire. It was imported many

years ago to be part of the fauna for the

Wentworth Coolidge house and grounds in

Portsmouth, N.H. From there the lilac

spread across the United States in zones

where it can grow. It is hard to imagine

spring in America without lilacs. But if we

do not learn to take care of these deciduous

shrubs, losing them is a real possibility.

Depending upon the needs of the home-

owner, lilacs can be single-stemmed

tree-like shrubs or multi-stemmed bush-

like ones. In their multi-stemmed state,

lilacs make terrific hedgerows for year-

round protection even though they are

deciduous plants. They drop their leaves

in the late fall (October-November in

New England). In the early spring

(April-May) they produce

smooth edged opposite leaves

followed by flowers (May-June)

in various colors. Purple shades

seem to be the most popular, fol-

lowed by various shades of

white.

How strange it would be

to drive across the country

in the spring without seeing

and smelling our beautiful lilacs. Why

could this happen? There are voracious

lilac wood-eating borers (Podosesia
syringae) that will kill lilacs. Pruning and

ground vegetation management are two

ways to help eradicate the borers because

we know their habitat and life cycle.

We need to clean up the dead vegetation

matter (leaves, twigs, dead grasses, etc.)

beneath lilac shrubs, as Podosesia syringae
lives in the ground. Briefly, its life cycle

shows that in its adult stage, the female of

the species comes up to surface, flies to a

lilac stem, and lays its eggs in the bark. The

eggs hatch into their next stage. The larvae

do the damage to lilacs before they exit the

wood and fall to the ground to start their

Lilacs in bloom make wonderful protec-
tive hedgerows. After the petals have
fallen and the old flower skeleton has
been removed, the flowers for next year
will be perpetuated. The lilacs make a
fine green wall the rest of time before the
deciduous shrubs drop their leaves.

Lilacs in bloom. The common lilac (Syringa vulgaris) is
easily grown and takes very little yearly maintenance to
enhance the qualities of the shrub. 

The common lilac (Syringa vul-
garis) leaf is opposite, simple and
broad-ovate. Its margin is entire
(or edges without teeth). The lilac
hardiness is zone 3 to 7. Soil
prefernce is near neutral.
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life cycle again.

In detail, the larvae, after hatching from

the eggs, eat their way into the old wood

stems or trunks. They eat their way out of

the stems several inches below where they

entered. Small holes in the stems can be

identified to show that the lilacs are infested,

but the holes are exit holes. The larvae put

enzymes in the wood that hasten wood rot.

Lilacs rot from the inside out (from old

wood in well established stems). When the

larvae exit the stem, they drop into the veg-

etation beneath the lilacs and burrow into

the soft  earth to begin their life cycle anew.

The following spring, when they pupate into

adults, they mate and lay their eggs. If we

clean up the ground beneath the shrubs the

borers have less chance of surviving.

By careful selection of mature lilacs to

remove the older canes (stems), the food

chain for the Podosesia syringae can be

interrupted. The best time to remove older

canes is during winter. The best time to

identify which trunks or stems need to be

removed over the winter is during the pre-

vious summer. Check the wood for the exit

holes and mark those trunks with construc-

tion tape (a colorful plastic tape that does

not have a sticky side. The borer does not

attack newer canes of younger lilacs. The

borers only like the old, damaged or dis-

eased lilacs. Some control is possible by

cleaning up the local vegetation. But to

really affect the habitats of the lilac borers,

lilacs have to be pruned and managed

across a wide area. The good news is that

Podosesia syringae only lives on lilacs.

So, a clear pattern emerges. Prune out the

old stems in winter (January-February).

Keep the best of the newer ones. Remove

dead, diseased, crossed and rubbing limbs.

Fill in any holes in the shrubs with the water

sprouts (new growth limbs from wood) or

suckers (new growth stems from roots and

ground). Prune out the old lilac flower

skeletons after the flower petals drop and

before the first of July. July through August

are when next year’s flower buds are set. 

Bear in mind, when pruning all plants,

that one third of the plant is the maximum

amount of healthy-for-the-plant removal.

Only when drastic rejuvenation is carried

out is there an option for more wood to be

removed. With good pruning habits, drastic

rejuvenation can be avoided altogether.

Please circle 3 on Reader Service Card

The new lilacs taken from the old established lilacs are
about to flower; the buds have broken. With careful ball-
and-burlap removal of the best of the suckers (from the
old plant) and planting those suckers in the best location
in our garden, it was possible to transplant them back
near the place where they had sprouted in 2001.

The old lilac was already well-established when I moved
into my home 23 years ago. But like a lot of old lilacs, no
one had ever taken care of them. They had been left to
be attacked and infested by the lilac borer. When this
happens the trunk or stem of the plant rots from the
inside and eventually the lilac dies. The hollow roots are
all that is left from the original lilac in this location. 

Drastic rejuvination is the last choice to save an infested
clump of lilacs. Remember to remove no more than 1/3 of
the stems at any one time. a) Prune back limbs to lighten
the stem before cutting it off. This is done to keep stem
from splitting due to excessive weight. b) The final cut
removes the stem 15 to 18 inches above and parallel to
the ground. January/February are the time for drastic
rejuvination of lilacs.

Water sprouts
will grow from
stems, thus
rejuvenating
the plant.
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Pruning for flowers

When pruning lilacs for flowers, curved

hand-pruners (bypass or secateurs) are

preferable. Flat (or anvil type) secateurs

require wide crotches where curved ones

do not. The rule for lilacs is that the old

flower ‘skeletons’ must be pruned to the

first (nearest to flower) opposite pair of

buds. The pruning for flowers is a timing

event. Pruning has to be completed by July

1. On limbs where there are no flowers, the

apical middle leaf may be pruned out as if

it was a flower skeleton. Such leaf pruning

may trick the lilac into turning the two

other leaf buds into flower buds.

Common lilacs, once established, grow

vigorously and with little need for atten-

tion. There are some common care rules

for most vegetation that apply to lilacs as

well. The basic rules are simple. Only one

person should be in charge of pruning any

individual shrub, as every person has an

aesthetic value different from everyone

else. Having two people working on the

same tree or shrub can often cause too

much wood to be taken from one individ-

ual plant. Stand back a few feet every now

and then during the pruning session to

reassess the job that is

being done. 

Remember the

basic rules: prune

for flowers follow-

ing flower petal fall and

prune for good shrub

maintenance in the winter. 

One of the nice arrangements that

make lilacs easy to grow is that they

are easy to transplant. Lilacs send up suck-

ers in the spring around their main stems.

These suckers (wood growing up from the

ground as opposed to water sprouts, which

are new wood growing from the old wood)

can be divided from the existing roots. All

one has to do is to dig out an 8- to 10-inch

root ball (of soil) along with the sucker (4

to 6 inches of dirt on either side of the

sucker). To guarantee that the soil stays

with the root, it is best to use a ball-and-

burlap method. When moving the root ball,

pick it up by the burlap, and not the stem of

the sucker, and carefully lift the lilac. It is

very important when transplanting any

woody shrub to keep as much of the dirt as
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Onderdonk’s Tree Care, Inc.Onderdonk’s Tree Care, Inc.Onderdonk’s Tree Care, Inc.
“A professional tree care company”

Complete Tree Care By #NY317B

Fully Insured
Board Certified Master Arborist

1470 Schodack Landing Road, Schodack Landing, NY 12156

Finally A Road Legal Tree Spade To Move 20” Diameter Trees.
For Sale or Hire - Anywhere.
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This common lilac (Syringa vulgaris) was grown to give
some protection from the noise of pedestrians, cars, etc.,
as well as help create nicer appearing property. The
thicker the clump (from ground to its upper-most leaves)
the more relief it provides. The downside of keeping our
clump this way is that I do not follow some of the basic
rules of pruning. The clump has some sections that are
not flowered. This happens when people break off limbs
of lilac blooms. It can take years (or never) to get flowers
back unless the clump is thinned and reshaped.

The lilac flower skeleton was
removed before July 1, which resulted
in flower budset for the following year.
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possible with the roots. Being careful not to

loosen the dirt from the roots ensures that

direct sun light does not shine through to

the roots.

Common lilacs like a sunny, warm loca-

tion. A southwestern exposure is ideal, and

remember not to plant any tree, shrub or

bush closer than 4 feet from a foundation.

Lilacs do well near fences, walls, roads,

driveways and in lawns. They need full

sun. If lilacs are already established they

may continue to do well in areas that have

become mostly shade (due to the surround-

ing  trees that have grown) when the lilacs

were first planted. For the ideal growing

circumstances, lilacs want six to eight

hours of sun, and soil that is near a neutral

pH (7.0).

It is important to prepare the hole into

which the new plant will be placed. The

hole might be dug two to three days before

the shrub is to be placed. The sides of the

hole need to be ‘roughened’ just prior to the

new lilac ball being planted. It should be

about 6 inches bigger in diameter than that

of the root ball. Generally speaking the

hole should be deep enough to permit the

previous ground level of the sucker earth to

be maintained.

Once the new root ball is in the hole, one

can roll it to one side, pushing all of the

burlap down under the root ball and then,

by rolling the root ball to the opposite side,

the burlap can be removed, leaving the soil

intact with the roots. With one’s hands, the

compacted soil of the root ball needs to be

loosened and any small roots should be

directed away from the sucker toward the

newly roughened sides of the hole. Knotted

or circling roots should be pruned. Then,

the dirt taken from the hole needs to be

replaced around the root ball. The lilac

sucker stem needs to be straightened and

the soil gently compacted around the

newly placed plant. The soil in the hole

should be filled to the previous (to trans-

planting) soil level.

As with all new plantings, water is the

key to making sure the plant settles into its

new environment with the least amount of

disruption to its growing cycles. A coffer-

dam (mound of soil encircling the new

plant) should be built around the shrub

base. The cofferdam will help keep a large

enough puddle of water to allow it to seep
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Single stem lilacs. Lilacs generally are not referred to as
trees because, for generic definitions, trees are more
than 25 feet tall. Lilacs are usually shorter than 25 feet.
Proper pruning of lilacs can keep their heights manage-
able.
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down into the roots. A hose with just a

trickle of water needs to run all day into the

cofferdam for the first two to three days.

Then bi-weekly watering ought to suffice.

Where lilac maintenance was not done

in time to save the old lilacs, dig them up

and throw them away. Do not put the wood

and dirt in a compost pile as it might per-

mit any fungus, virus or insects to continue

living. Put new dirt in the old hole and

plant the new lilacs several feet away from

where the old ones were. Most nurseries

offer lilacs in ball-and-burlap form, or in

containers. 

Planting can be from mid spring to mid

fall. Fall has a slight advantage in that the

soil is warm, the days are long, and the

insects are in transition time and less

threatening.

If we then provide the annual mainte-

nance described here, lilacs will adorn the

countryside forever.

William Warren teaches arboriculture of
the common lilac at the Urban Forest
Center in Portsmouth and Peterborough,
N.H.
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This project earned a TCIA 2005
Excellence in Arboriculture Award of
Distinction in the Technical Rigging cate-
gory for Trees Unlimited, Cave Spring, Ga.
This article was excerpted from the narra-
tive submitted for the award.

Project: Dr. Brock Oak, Rome, Georgia

Size of project: $5,000-$10,000

Type of project: Private home

Your client was: Owner

Date project started: 12/06/04

Date project completed: 3/15/05

Goal(s) of project:

R
emove a 76-inch DBH (diameter

at breast height) willow oak that

had become structurally unsound,

for the risk that the homeowner was willing

to accept, without damaging structures and

landscaping surrounding the tree.

What did you do on this project?

Total removal of the tree. Work was

done by climbing, as truck and/or crane

access were not possible. One-hundred

percent of the tree was done through a

controlled removal to protect the sur-

roundings, all the way down to the

stump. The entire tree was removed from

property.

List common as well as botanical names

of tree(s) impacted by the project:

Willow oak, Quercus phellos.

History of tree(s) and physical (structur-

al) condition at the time of the project:

This tree predates the Civil War, when

General Sherman came through Rome

and had his picture taken in front of this

property. Sherman stayed at the previous

home on this property; the current home

was built in 1911. 

Part way into the removal, a Trees Unlimited worker con-
tinues toward the top using a zip line to lower every piece
removed.

Technical Rigging

This was the first photo taken, just at the beginning of
removal of the lower and mid limbs. Note the large lead
on the right that is already gone in the photo above.
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About 10 years ago we removed a 28-

inch-diameter lead going over the house

due to extensive decay at the base of the

lead. The decay at this location contin-

ued to expand into the trunk until the

risk of failure was unacceptable for the

owner.

Describe the expected or unexpected

challenges in the project:

1. Removing the tree without shock-

loading the trunk to maintain safety of the

climber.

2. Protecting the surroundings in very

tight quarters. The trunk was 79 inches in

diameter at 26 feet off the ground, just

below the major cavity.

3. Removing the bottom 26 feet of trunk

that had concrete inside at two locations.

These pieces had to be controlled to the

ground.

How did you overcome the challenges: 

1. Taking into consideration the lean of

the leads when hanging rigging lines.

2. Using stability lines to offset rigging

lines.

3. Removing the smallest pieces possi-

ble.

4. Using zip lines for limb removal.

Using tag lines to place large wood at

desired location.

5. Hammering concrete out of one cavi-

ty.

6. Cutting 90-degree-plus notches and

letting limbs run for a distance when

cut.

What innovative method, practice or

resource did you use on this project: 

We developed a technique of removing

the last 26 feet of the trunk in 3-foot sec-

tions by twisting the pieces off when

they were cut. This allowed full control

of the pieces before reaching the ground

and reduced the shock load on the two ¾-

inch diameter ropes that were used to

carry the load. The ropes were pre-ten-

sioned. This allowed the pieces,

estimated at 5,000 pounds, to drop only 7

feet when pulled off the spar.

Describe your Accident Prevention Plan

(hazard assessment, work plan) for this

project: 

Due to technical rigging and critical

situations for property damage, briefin-

gs of the operation were a frequent part

of the job. The cavity area in the stem

was inspected often as rigging above

was performed.

Describe the rigging method(s) used and

why it was chosen: 

1. Zip line with and without tagline for

This is a ground-level view of the property and home. A swimming pool is to the left of ground man.

The stump is all that remains after the removal is completed.
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speed, placement and mostly to reduce

shock tension on the stem.

2. False crotch with ¾-inch steel pulley

and sling for control and reduced friction

when lifting was needed.

3. The “twisting” technique mentioned

previously to control removal of massive

wood in the trunk.

Describe the rope(s) and equipment

selected and why you selected it:

1. Two ¾-inch double braid ropes for

strength to handle large wood.

2. Two ¾-inch steel pulleys and slings.

3. 150 feet of 1 ¼-inch double braid rope

for mid-size limbs and zip line.

4. Two 200-foot, ½-inch ropes for small

limbs and taglines.

5. Pulley system for tensioning lines and

lifting pieces.

6. All size saws up to Husky 372 with

36-inch bar.

What was the safe working load (SWL)

of your rigging system(s), and how was it

determined:

All equipment was new or relatively

new and in good shape. SWL was deter-

mined from manufacturer’s rated

strength. SWL on all ropes was set at 10

percent of breaking strength. Weight of

pieces was calculated from green wood

weight chart for willow oak.

Describe how the rigging lessened the

project’s impact to the surroundings:

For this job rigging was totally necessary

throughout to prevent damage to building,

patio, brick walls and landscaping.

An employee inspects the cavities in  the stem as work in
the top progresses.
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2006 9513 Sterling, 
430 hp Caterpillar (engine), 
RTO 16908LL trans, 20/46 
axles, double frame rails, 

all aluminum wheels, 
AC/AM/FM

27’ Rotobec Elite 80, 
oil cooler, XXL resivoir, 
54.5 yd HD refuse body/ 

rolloff style door 

(6) trucks ready for delivery

Certified Crane, Inc.  877-300-BOOM
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T
om Golon, president of

Wonderland Tree Care, Inc. in

Oyster Bay, N.Y., was installed as

chairman of the TCIA Board of Directors

at the board’s meeting during Winter

Management Conference in St. Kitts.

Golon was first elected to TCIA’s board in

1997, when TCIA was known as the

National Arborist Association (NAA).

Golon founded his company in 1979,

and through the years it has grown into a

thriving business with 12 employees.

While attending Oyster Bay High School

he did tree work on some of the estates in

the area during the summer, but tree care

was not his career goal. “When I went to

college I thought about a career in engi-

neering or maybe getting a degree in

landscape architecture,” says Golon. “I

earned a degree in automotive engineering

and went to work for General Motors.”

But a couple of years of working indoors

(on cement floors) convinced him to go

back to the job he had started in high

school. “I decided to pursue arboriculture,”

he explains, “so I went back to school

nights at SUNY Farmingdale.”

Eventually, he went to work for a local

tree company for a short time, then went

out on his own. “I saw the opportunities,”

he recalls. “There was a demand for pro-

fessional expert, high-end service. I had an

old chipper and some other equipment.

With my mechanical background I built

some good equipment out of not-so-good

equipment. In the beginning we did gener-

al tree work, and I hired some people who

knew a lot more than me.”

In 1981, Wonderland expanded from

pruning and removals into the plant health

care side of the business. Today, about 45

percent of the business is plant health care. 

“Fortunately, we had a gypsy moth out-

break that year so plant health care

business was good right from the start,”

Golon remembers. “In 1984 we had anoth-

er growth spurt, then in the late 1980s 

we moved into integrated pest manage-

ment (IPM). I hired some 

professional horticulturists, and we really

developed a reputation in the area for plant

health care. We

have a keen eye

for detail and cus-

tomer service. We

know what our

clients are looking

for in terms of cus-

tomer service.”

In addition to

hiring people who

know the business,

Golon tries to learn as much as possible

himself. He notes that when he started, “I

went to every meeting, every seminar, and

every workshop I could find. At one of

those meetings I met John Hickey, who

sponsored me to become a member of the

National Arborist Association. When I

joined, the association was run out of Bob

Felix’s house on Long Island and peers had

to recommend you for membership.”

He started attending TCIA’s Winter

Management Conference to learn more

about the business side of running a com-

mercial tree care company. At a Hawaii

meeting, he was convinced to join the asso-

ciation’s membership committee.

“I enjoy volunteering and learning while

helping organizations and other members,”

he says. That outlook has translated into

extensive volunteer commitments over the

years. He is past president of the Long

Island Arborist Association and a past

board member of the Raynham Hall

Museum. He serves on the  board of the

Bailey Arboretum, and is a very active

board member with the Oyster Bay Boys

and Girls Club, Oyster Bay Chamber of

Commerce, Rotary and the Planting Fields

Arboretum.

Golon has seen tremendous change in

the industry and TCIA during his 20-plus-

year career in arboriculture. The biggest

one is an emphasis on tree worker safety. 

“We have moved safety into the driver’s

seat,” he says. “TCIA helps create an

awareness of safe work practices, what the

regulations are that cover arboriculture,

and how to comply with them. With the

new [Certified Treecare Safety

Professional] CTSP program, we are tak-

ing a culture of safety and professionalism

to the next level.”

Another change is the industry’s

increased involvement in legislative and

regulatory matters. Golon stresses that the

association has made great strides in creat-

ing an awareness of the industry among

consumers and government officials. To

further his own firm’s professional stand-

ing, Wonderland became the first TCIA

accredited company on Long Island.

“Our biggest challenge is attracting

labor,” he says. “We pay high wages for the

area, we have the right insurance and train

our people to work safely. There are a lot of

things that can keep a business owner up at

night, but I sleep well knowing that we

operate with integrity.

“In the next five years member firms

will see a better environment for profes-

sional arboriculture,” he predicts. “I am in

favor of fair, balanced and common-sense

regulations. Our work in Washington is

vital in creating the conditions under which

member firms can grow and prosper

through workable standards and workable

regulations.”

And, he predicts, Wonderland Tree Care

will continue to grow in the new, more pro-

fessional environment for commercial tree

care companies.

Tom Golon

TCIA
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You never
know what
safety hazard
is lurking
when you
climb a tree...

That’s why it's
imperative to have
TCIA's Tailgate
Safety Program.
It's your company's
best source for field
safety training. The
program has been
expanded and
improved. It now

contains 70 sessions covering "work-
place scenarios likely to cause harm."

All sessions include trainer 
instructions, handouts and quick 
comprehension tests. Tailgate
reflects requirements of the 
ANSI Z133.1 - 2000 Standard.

• Tests satisfy OSHA verification of 
training requirements.

• Earn 17.5 CEU credits for 
ISA Arborist Certification.

• CD containing extra handouts & 
tests for easy printing.

Now available in Spanish also!

Phone: (603) 314-5380
1-800-733-2622

Fax: (603) 314-5386
E-mail: tcia@TreeCareIndustry.org
Web: www.TreeCareIndustry.org
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HELP WANTED

The Care of Trees

Located in Stamford, CT, is seeking an Operations
Manager to help lead our Team. The candidate must
have proven tree care industry experience with
General Tree Care Work and Plant Health Care.
Responsibilities include: 50 percent field training,
production and safety management, and overseeing
daily operations. Candidate must be goal oriented
and have a strong commitment to Safety and
Teamwork. CDL License a must, ISA and CT Arborist
License beneficial. Awesome Benefit package, includ-
ing profit sharing, 401(k), ESOP, relocation and
sign-on bonus. Please submit resume to Kevin Peters:
kpeters@thecareoftrees.com or fax (203) 967-6999.

Midwest Division Safety & Training Coordinator

Join the industry leader in tree care as a Divisional
Safety and Training Coordinator. In this position
you will work with local offices to educate employ-
ees on all phases of tree and plant care and
provide training for others on how to manage work
crews and personnel. You will also insure that our
strict safety procedures are enforced and perform
safety inspections of Bartlett equipment and
crews. Previous field experience comprised of
climbing, rigging and pest management are
strongly recommended along with being an ISA
Certified Arborist. To be successful in this position
you will need strong communication skills.
Competitive salary, medical/dental benefits,
401(k) Plan/company match. Fax (847) 559-9423,
or send resume and cover letter to:

Bartlett Tree Experts - Midwest Division
Attn: Michael Robinson
1960 Old Willow Road
Northbrook, Il 60062

Tall Timbers Tree & Shrub Service, Inc. 
Colorado Springs, CO

We are seeking highly motivated people for the fol-
lowing positions:

• PHC manager/sales
• Spray Techs
• Climbers/Grounds person

Immediate openings – call (719) 528-8141

Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the south with immediate
openings for experienced tree climbers in the
Savannah, Atlanta. Hilton Head, Tallahassee,
Raleigh and Charleston offices. Benefits include
paid vacation, holidays, medical, dental, 401(k),
training and continuing education. Applicant must
be reliable, customer-service and career oriented.
CDL a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume to (770) 414-
9762; sjohnston@bartlett.com; www.bartlett.com

Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card

Classified Ads
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Plant Health Care/Sales Position
Dallas/Fort Worth Area

Highly reputable tree care company in the Dallas/Fort
Worth area looking for the right person to help devel-
op and implement our Plant Health Care program.
The position would also include tree service sales,
training of employees, and assisting in other man-
agement duties as needed.
Qualifications desired:

• Certified arborist
• Licensed applicator
• Bachelors degree in ornamental horticulture,

urban forestry, or a related field
• Must be computer literate
• Must be highly knowledgeable of the trees com-

mon to northern Texas with 3 or more years of
diagnostic and treatment experience.

Pay/Benefits: Generous salary/commission structure,
Seven paid holidays, Paid vacation, IRA retirement
plan, Health insurance benefits, Ongoing education.
Please send your resume to one of the following:
E-mail address: alpinetreeservice@att.net; Fax #
(817) 595-1970
Mailing address: Alpine Tree Service, Inc., PO Box
821863, North Richland Hills, TX 76182; 
Or call (817) 656-8733 for more information.

Tree Sales – Account Manager (Hayward, CA)

TREECO Tree Service is seeking Consulting Sales
Arborists with a proven track record of leading busi-
ness development as well as consulting with new and
existing clients on tree care concerns. The right can-
didate will be well-organized, attentive to details,
have excellent communications skills and the ability
to work effectively in a dynamic team environment.
Call Sandra at (510) 293-0341 or jobs@serpicoland-
scaping.com 

Aspen Tree Service, Inc.

We are seeking a qualified arborist with tree pruning
skills to join our team in Western Colorado. We are
also accepting applications for a person who is moti-
vated to learn the skills of proper tree care. You
qualify if you enjoy working outside, are physically fit
and willing to learn. Previous experience operating
equipment and climbing skills is helpful. You must
have or obtain a Colorado Drivers License with no
points. Please call (970) 963-3070.

Please circle 29 on Reader Service Card
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Sales/Consulting Houston

Lge. tree service & mulching co. looking for cert.
arborist to assist in estimating & sales. Must be self
motivated, organized & can multi-task. Fast-growing
co. w/$4 mil.+ annually. Exc. salary pkg. Call Lance
(713) 539-8076.

The Care of Trees – Northeast Region positions

• Sales Arborist Representative
Seeking a professional for an established Westchester
Co., NY, territory. Candidate should have 3-5 years’
industry experience, be an ISA Certified Arborist and
hold a valid NY Pesticide Supervisory License, or the
ability to obtain.
• Plant Health Care Technician/Coordinator
Seeking a highly motivated individual to manage our
PHC Dept. Hands-on position that requires excellent
client service and plant/pest ID skills. Must hold pes-
ticide licensing & CDL or the ability to obtain.
• District Foreperson
Seeking a candidate with tree care experience and a
CDL to help lead our team in Stamford, CT. Duties
include training the field staff, managing production
and safety, and overseeing daily operations. 
Send resume to: Attn: Tanisha Hardison; Fax (203)
840-8328; e-mail thardison@thecareoftrees.com or
apply online www.thecareoftrees.com

We are looking for you to move to Augusta, GA

Need climber with at least 2 yrs’ experience. We will
pay up to $1,000 to relocate, if you are the one we
want. Our company has been in business for 12 yrs. &
growing every day. Climber must have valid driver
license; needs to have knowledge of all areas of tree
work, bucket truck and spikeless climbing. If interest-
ed call toll free 1-866-880-8733 or check us out at
our Web site, bigdogstumptree.com, or fax your
resume to (706) 447-8786.

HAWAII

UTILITY LINE CLEARANCE BUCKET OPERATORS. CDL
required. Must have 4 years’ utility line clearance
experience. Pay starts at $16.00 per hour, based on
experience. 
CLIMBERS. Must have 5 years’ climbing experience
(including pruning, shaping, rigging, takedowns and
removals). Current driver’s license required (CDL pre-
ferred). Pay starts at $18.00 per hour, based on
experience.
WORKING FOREMAN. Must be a Certified Arborist
(with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertiliza-
tion). Must have 5 years’ climbing experience
(including pruning, shaping, rigging, takedowns and
removals), 5 years’ utility line clearance experience,
and experience working with cranes. Current driver’s
license required (CDL preferred). Pay starts at $19.00
per hour, based on experience.
Benefits include paid medical/dental insurance, paid
federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k) and profit shar-
ing plan. References required. Contact: Jacunski’s
Complete Tree Service, P.O. Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii
96720, Phone: (808) 959-5868 / Fax: (808) 959-0597,
or e-mail to: jacunskis001@hawaii.rr.com

Selling Arborist Wanted!

Seeking Consulting Sales Arborists who exceed sales
goals. Certified Arborist, degree or industry experi-
ence a must. Money motivated? Over 6 figure income
potential. Contact D&B Tree (617) 471-4777 x 30 or
www.dbtree.com

Please circle 2 on Reader Service Card
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Arborist

Longwood Gardens, Inc., the world’s premier horticul-
tural display garden, located in Kennett Square, PA,
has an opening for a full time arborist. We are looking
for an experienced tree climber with the ability to
handle pruning and removal operations. This individ-
ual must be capable of running aerial lift trucks,
chippers, stump grinders and other small equipment
used in arboriculture. Strong knowledge of plant
health care preferable. We are looking for someone
with a minimum of an Associate’s degree, or equiva-
lent, in an agriculturally related field and 2 years’
climbing experience as an arborist. ISA Certification
preferred. Must a have, or be willing to obtain, a
Pennsylvania Pesticide Applicator License and CDL
Class B driver’s license.
We offer an excellent starting salary and an out-
standing benefits package. 
Please mail your resume with salary requirements to:
Longwood Gardens, Inc., Human Resources, P.O. Box
501, Kennett Square, PA 19348. Fax (610) 388-2079
or e-mail: jobs@longwoodgardens.org. 
To find out more about job opportunities at Longwood
Gardens, please refer to our Web site, www.long-
woodgardens.org. EOE

Open Positions for Field Employees, Boston Area

Crew Leaders, Tree Climbers, Arborist Trainees and
Plant Health Care Techs needed now! Opportunity to
Learn and Earn Top Pay. Benefits and year-round
employment. www.dbtree.com or (617) 471-4777 x30.

Arboriculture Foreman

Longwood Gardens, Inc., the world's premier horti-
cultural display garden, located in Kennett Square,
PA, has an opening for a full time Arboriculture
Foreman. We are searching for an individual who
possesses strong leadership skills and a thorough
knowledge of arboriculture and/or forestry to lead,
motivate and train full time staff and students to
perform arboriculture and land management prac-
tices throughout the property. This individual will
also oversee the implementation of a major
Christmas light display. We are looking for an 
experienced tree climber with the ability to 
handle pruning and removal operations.
This position requires an individual who has knowl-
edge and practical experience as a professional
arborist. Strong knowledge of plant health care
preferable. A Bachelor’s degree in arboriculture or
forestry is required. Must have, or be willing to
obtain ISA Certification, a Pennsylvania Pesticide
Applicator License and Pennsylvania CDL Class B
driver’s license. Must have at least three years’
experience in a similar leadership position.
We offer an excellent starting salary and an out-
standing benefits package. 
Please mail your resume with salary requirements
to: Longwood Gardens, Inc., Human Resources, P.O.
Box 501, Kennett Square, PA  19348. Fax (610) 388-
2079 or e-mail: jobs@longwoodgardens.org. 
To find out more about job opportunities at
Longwood Gardens, please refer to our Web site,
www.longwoodgardens.org. EOE.

Foothills W/Denver CO

28-year estab. co. looking for climber/foreman. Rope
& saddle exper required. CDL & ISA cert. a +. Team
player w/valid drvrs lic. Top $ & benefits, year-round
employment. Call 1-877-674-TREE; Fax (303) 674-
1968 or www.lamtree.com
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DICA Outrigger Pad

DICA Marketing Co., Panora, IA 50216
800-610-DICA (3422)    FAX 641-755-4810

www.dicaUSA.com    Email: info@dicaUSA.com

“ G U A R A N T E E D ”
NO .  .  . Splinters

.  .  . Delamination

.  .  . Warping

NOT 
EVER!
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Join an Industry Leader

SherrillTree, the industry leading distributor of
arborist products, is seeking dynamic sales-oriented
individuals to join its field sales group.
Requirements include a college degree, willingness to
travel, and arborist industry experience. Fax resumes
to: SherrillTree Sales Group at (336) 378-1096
Or e-mail resume to: jcowden@sherrilltree.com

Crew Foremen, Climbers, Groundspersons

Growing mid-size San Diego-based tree service com-
pany hiring crew foremen, climbers and groundsmen;
minimum 2 years’ experience, $15-$20 an hour, EOE.
Certified Arborist a PLUS. Benefits, drug screening.
Must have valid driver’s license. Immediate openings,
year-round work. Fax resume to (760) 727-3813 or
call (760) 941-3992.

Advanced Tree Care, McKinney, Texas 
Entry Level Arborist 

Learn how to become an arborist and introduce your-
self to all facets of tree care and tree remediation.
Train under a registered, degreed and licensed
arborist. Bachelor’s degree in forestry, arboriculture or
other horticulture related fields. An individual with a
passion for trees, a drive to learn and a “can-do” atti-
tude. Also looking for PHC technicians, foremen and
climbers. Fax resumes to the following: Telephone:
(214) 544-TREE (8733); Fax: (972) 569-8370; Mail:
Advanced Tree Care, 590 N. Meandering Way,
Fairview, TX 75069.

Ira Wickes/Arborists

Rockland County-based firm since 1929 seeks qual-
ified individuals with experience. Arborists/Sales
Reps, Office Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers, Spray
Techs (IPM, PHC, Lawn). Great benefit package
includes 401(k) matching, advancement opportuni-
ties, EOE. Check us out on the Web at irawickes.com.
E-mail your resume to info@irawickes.com; fax
(845) 354-3475, or snail mail us at Ira
Wickes/Arborists, 11 McNamara Road, Spring Valley,
NY 10977.

Staff Arborist for TCIA

Trade association for commercial arborist compa-
nies seeks qualified candidate with arboricultural
background for full-time position. Position requires
demonstrable and extensive skills in project man-
agement, managing volunteers and communication
– esp. writing skills. 
Candidate should possess a Bachelor’s degree in
Arboriculture or closely related field as well as two or
more years’ field experience in arboriculture. He/she
must be willing to take direction and work in a team
environment, and must submit current samples of
writing and undergo personality profiling exercises
during the interview process. 
Working knowledge of Microsoft Office software
products in a PC environment needed; experience
with desktop publishing software preferred.
Previous experience with volunteer and/or non-prof-
it groups preferred. Position requires travel at least
six times a year. Ability to speak and comprehend
Spanish a plus. 
Salary and other benefits commensurate with
demonstrated experience and abilities. 
Please send resume and salary requirements to
travis@treecareindustry.org.

Peterborough/Milford, NH

Broad Oak Tree Care needs 1 tree climber specialist
and 1 plant health care specialist to assist our two-
crew PHC operation. See complete job posting at
www.broadoaktree.com or e-mail dan@broadoak-
tree.com.
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For People Who Love Trees – www.arborguard.com

Arborguard Tree Specialists, with offices in Atlanta
and Augusta, Georgia, and Charlotte, North Carolina,
seeks experienced sales arborists, crew leaders,
climbers and plant health care technicians who
demonstrate a passion for excellence. Arborguard
maintains an exciting and highly spirited team cul-
ture that is focused on a positive experience for
employees and clients alike. 
A decision to join our team will ensure year-round
work for a prestigious and high-end client base, over
100 hours of annual paid training, an OSHA compli-
ant work environment, paid vacation and personal
days, paid holidays, paid healthcare and 401(k). 
If you seek personal and professional development,
appreciation, recognition and career opportunities,
you may have found them.
To explore this unique opportunity, contact:
Dennis Tourangeau, 
Director of Operations, 
Arborguard, P. O. Box 477, 
Avondale Estates, GA 30002,
or send fax to (404) 294-0090 
or e-mail dtourangeau@arborguard.com.

Exciting Career Opportunities for 
Service Industry Managers

Come join one of the largest Vegetation
Management Companies in the United States.
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is experiencing tremendous
growth throughout the Country creating the follow-
ing openings:

Division Managers
Branch Managers

We have immediate openings in:
VA, New England, FL, MO, TX, CO, LA, IL
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations,
including the supervision of field personnel.
Business/Horticultural degree desired with a mini-
mum of 2 years’ experience working in the green
industry. Qualified applicants must have proven
leadership abilities, strong customer relations and
interpersonal skills. We offer an excellent salary,
bonus and benefits packages, including 401(k) and
company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential considera-
tion, send or fax resume, including geographic
preferences and willingness to relocate to: DeAngelo
Brothers, Inc., Attention: Carl Faust, 100 North
Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 1-800-
360-9333. Fax: (570) 459-5363 or
e-mail-cfaust@dbiservices.com. EOE/AAP M-F

Illinois Certified Arborist/Sales Rep.

This position is an excellent opportunity for a 
self-motivated and ambitious person, as compensa-
tion is based on sales. All Co. benefits & vehicle 
provided. See our Web site for more information:
www.kramertree.com.

Arborist/Sales person in SE PA

Small but rapidly growing full service landscape and
tree service company seeks motivated and ambitious
salesperson. Must have basic knowledge of tree care,
degree in arboriculture a plus, be ISA certified, and
display great communication & leadership qualities.
Please fax resume & references to (215) 535-2654 or
call (267) 784-8560

Come work with 30 year established, 
family-owned company

Experienced tree climbers and plant health care tech
needed. Top pay, full benefits and year round employ-
ment. Please call the Denver Office at (303) 232-0666;
fax (303) 232-0711 or Colorado Springs location at
(719) 444-8800 fax (719) 630-3209 or apply online at
mhttree@pcisys.net and specify location.

Please circle 47 on Reader Service Card

  Toll-free: 888-68-STUMP (7-8867);  972-247-8809 
E-mail:  kandustumpgrind@att.net; Web: www.kan-du.com

• Over 18 Years Proven Reliability
• Fast Grinding
• Fast Travel Speed
• Shrinks to 29” Wide
• 48” Working Width
• Grinds 24” Deep and 30”+ High
• No Stump is Too Large for The
 Amazing KAN-DU

The Amazing KAN-DU Stump Grinder ...

Please circle 50 on Reader Service Card
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Sales Director, Sales Arborists, Crew leaders,
Climbers

Atlanta area. Seeking qualified individuals for lead-
ership roles in sales and production. Benefits include,
relocation assistance, company vehicle, excellent
salary, commission, bonus, profit sharing, health-
care, paid vacation, holidays and personal days. 
Fax or e-mail resume: (770) 554-9739, scottp@north
americantree.com; or via www.northamericantree.com

Wanted ISA Cert. Arborist Climber

Strong removal & pruning skills. Needs CDL. Pay $21
per hour to start. Work in beautiful Southern Oregon.
(541) 664-1614.

Cagwin & Dorward Career Opportunities, 
San Francisco Bay Area

We are accepting applications for experienced, high-
ly motivated people for the following positions in our
Tree Care Department:

Managers                Climbers
Groundsmen            Spray Technicians

Please call 1-800-891-7710 for applications, or on-
line at www.cagwin.com.

Tree Climbers/Sales Reps/Crane + Loader Operator

Enjoy a mild climate while working & playing in Va.
Beach, Va. Our easy going crew members with a “Lets
get the job done” attitude look forward to having oth-
ers join them. Call (757) 425-1995 for info.

Climbers & Bucket Operators

Immed. Open. w/20 yr successful tree co. in northern
NJ. Must have exper & valid driver’s lic. CDL a +. Will
pay top salary to right person. Call (201) 998-5868/e-
mail treeopp@hotmail.com. Openings for qual.
Groundperson.

Grand Junction, Colorado

Great job opportunity for motivated person who could
take over a local tree service in Grand Junction,
Colorado, within the next two years. Excellent pay and
experience preferred in tree work. CDL License help-
ful. Year-round work and run own crew after training.
Call Gary: (970) 245-2553; or write Gary Gray, P. O.
Box 1293, Grand Junction, CO  81502.

Arborist/Sales

Silver Spring MD – Opening for experienced licensed
arborist for leadership role in sales and production.
This is a year-round, F/T position with full benefits
package. Contact Kuhn’s Tree Service (301) 384-4724.

Chicago Metro Certified Arborist Positions Available

Tree Care Sales, PHC Sales, PHC Technicians. Also
crew leaders/climbers. M/F EOE
Excellent Wages and Benefits. Apply online @
www.homertree.com, hr@homertree.com, or fax
resume to (815) 838-0375.
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Make plans now to attend 
TCI EXPO in Baltimore

Thurs-Sat, Nov. 9-11, 2006
Call 1-800-733-2622 or

Visit www.tcia.org
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EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Allied Equipment of Wisconsin

Local Rentals, Bucket Trucks to 70 ft., Stump
Grinders, Chippers, aerial lift parts & service. Rayco
parts, OEM Stump’r Guard. We rent Rayco Hydra
Stumpers/Forestry Mowers. www.alliedutilityequip-
ment.com 1-800-303-0269.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional arborist climb-
ing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203.

For Sale

Morbark Model 2400 chipper w/John Deere 180 hp.
Continental Tires, Updated Tach., Auto Feed. 1,200
hrs. Works Excellent. Getting out of Business.
$26,500 or B/O. (248) 790-3879.

F-500S Resistograph for Sale

Includes: Accumulator Drill, 110V Charger, Tool Kit f/ F-
Series Access Pack F500 (inch), 1, 7 Ah Reserve storage
battery f/ F-Series Paper tray F-500, Case f/ F-500,
Electronic Unit F-Series, Rotating Adapt 45* F-Tools Pro
Software, Connect Cable f/ Powerpack – Used twice,
like new condition. $5,000. Call (478) 738-0647.

Equipment for Sale

10-inch chipper 2003 Morbark 2070XL 86 hp Cat
diesel & autofeed $16,500. 2-ton 2003 Ford F550
AWD gas Triton V10 46,000 mi. & Schodorf forest tree
chip box w/ tool thru box $27,500. Call (563) 590-
6821.

EQUIPMENT 
WANTED
Wanted to buy

842 Prentice bypass grapple in good condition.
Call (516) 889-7534

PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES

ArborGold Software – Complete job management!
Phone message center, proposals with built-in land-
scape CAD designer, scheduling, invoicing and more.
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on site with new
hand-held PCs and download to office. Call Tree
Management Systems – 1-800-933-1955, see demo
at www.turftree.com.

ArborSoftWorx is the industry’s leading business
management software and hardware that boosts
sales with its DataSync Mobile Office feature; pro-
vides anytime-anywhere access to critical data;
improves staff productivity; provides the highest level
of depth and breadth in data capture and sound
information for business decisions – all you demand
in a management solution. Call today to learn more
about the power and flexibility that ArborSoftWorx
delivers. 1-800-49-ARBOR. www.ArborSoftWorx.com.
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Hardware and software by an arborist for the
arborist. For more information about the industry’s
best-selling package, call or write Arbor Computer
Systems, PO Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site: www.arborcomput-
er.com; e-mail: phannan@arborcomputer.com.

BUSINESSES 
FOR SALE

East Coast – Virginia Tidewater area

Tree care company with 32 years in business.
Excellent reputation & repeat customers. Includes
equipment. Owner retiring. 
Call (757) 592-6164. $1,250,000.

Northern Calif.

Tree Service established in 1978 with a $500K annu-
al gross; is located in fast growing area between
Sacramento & S.F. Bay area. Year-round work. Price
$325,000 includes equipment. Owner willing to help
with transition. (530) 308-0565.

Jackson Hole, WY Tree Service Business for Sale

Live the dream … in scenic Jackson Hole with this
well-established, profitable 11-yr tree service/fire-
wood business. Includes comprehensive equipment
package, from backhoe to the staplers, extensive
“well-rooted” client list, valuable 3.6-acre prime Hwy
33 frontage property in Victor, Idaho. Small working
sawmill also included assures several income
streams. $799,000. Contact Lora at (208) 317-5652;
lora@tetonvalleyrealty.com; www.realestateinteton-
valley.com

Tree Service in BEAUTIFUL DENVER COLORADO

Est.18 years, $200,000 in COMMERCIAL/REPEAT CUS-
TOMERS. 3 ChipTrucks/WoodTruck/2001 Rayco &
1979 Stump Grinders, 2 chippers, Stihl Saws & Misc.
Equipment. Equipment also avail. separately. Call
(720) 373-0707

Tree Trim & Removal

N. E. Florida. Est. 21 yrs, fully staffed. Choice com-
mercial & residential accounts! 2 Trucks & all equip
included. Gross $250,000-$335,000 per yr & could
triple income if all calls handled! Turnkey $230,000.
Call Linda Miller Realty, (386) 677-9258

Already own or planning to start a tree care 
company?

The Owner/Arborist Program can show you how to
start or convert an existing business and grow with a
proven leader in the tree care industry. We will assist
you with sales & marketing, financial mgt., recruiting
and equipment support. Our expertise can aid in your
success. Our systems, coupled with your talent and
determination, will give you an opportunity to control
your destiny. Call D&B Tree (617) 471-4777 x 30 or
ownerarborist@dbtree.com

Come to Oregon’s Lush Willamette Valley and pur-
chase a profitable, growing, and reputable turn-key
arbor care corporation. 10 years in business. Perfect
for the arborist ready to move ahead in the tree care
industry and finally turn a lucrative profit, or perfect
for a large company expansion into the Willamette
Valley. Over $220,000 conservatively in contracts
alone, shows a 20-30% growth yearly, grossed well
over $500,000 in 2005, huge growth possibilities, all
computerized with database, never slow, most
equip. paid for, all included, too much to list.
Arborists on staff, owner will stay-on temporarily to
network and make transformation easy. Give-away
price @ $465,000 many sale options. Call (541)
757-TREE, option 3; or e-mail Priscillao3@cs.com

New York Tri-State Area Tree Service for sale

Turnkey opportunity, all equipment, vehicles, yard and
staff included. Owners willing to stay and train for
30-60 days. Excellent repeat customer base with both
commercial and residential accounts. Gross
$575,000+ annually, room for expansion. Priced to
sell @ $275,000. Serious inquires email treegrl@hot-
mail.com.

Wanted:

Honest, dedicated, reliable individual to manage or
purchase a well established 40-year tree business
covering 5-6 county area in Western New York. House,
shop and land negotiable. Kenneth F. Murtha (585)
786-5600.
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JOIN TODAY 

800-457-4613 • www.getbsg.com

Along with continuous rotation, our patented 
frame design out-performs the others!

Add a hydraulic winch and you have the ultimate 
tree service tool - Stan Ogletree - President

Grapple Opens 3” to 62”           
360 Degree Continuous Rotation360 Degree Continuous Rotation

8,800 lb. Safe Working load
Universal Quick Attach
Standard Hydraulics

Optional: 9, 12 or 15 K. Hyd. Winch
THREE GRAPPLE MODELS FOR

LARGE, SMALL & COMPACT LOADERS
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TCI classified ads work!
Call 1-800-733-2622

E-mail to 
sue@tcia.org

Check out the 
Summer Buyers’ Guide in

the July issue of 
TCI magazine.

For advertising info, 
call 1-800-733-2622
e-mail sue@tcia.org 

or visit 
www.treecareindustry.org
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MEMBER BENEFITS:
• Increase Your Customer Base and Profits

• Access Industry Trends, Rules, 
and Regulations

• Lower the Cost of Training Employees

• Influence Lawmakers and Protect 
Your Business

• Expert Arborist Advice and Consultation

• Business Distinction with 
TCIA Accreditation

• Brand Name Supplier Discounts

• 24-Hour Accident Injury Line

Over 60 years of tree care business and safety education is only 

a phone call away! Throughout the evolution of TCIA (formerly

known as National Arborist Association), we have compiled a vast

number of Business Management and Safety resources to help your

company grow and keep your employees safe.

Your TCI Magazine subscription is not an indication of TCIA

membership. In fact, you might be missing out on all the other 

great benefits that TCIA has to offer our members.

For a $270 investment, your company will receive a comprehensive

package of business management and safety resources (valued at

over $500). Your colleagues have been part of TCIA’s past – now

is the time to become part of TCIA’s future.

To learn more, call TCIA today at 1-800-733-2622 or

visit www.tcia.org.

Tree Care Industry Association   3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1   Manchester, NH 03103   www.tcia.org

JOIN FOR $270  
AND RECEIVE A 
NEW MEMBER KIT 
VALUED AT $500

JOIN FOR $270  
AND RECEIVE A 
NEW MEMBER KIT 
VALUED AT $500

JOINJOIN TODTODAY JOIN TODAY 
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This article is excerpted from a FACE
(Fatality Assessment and Control
Evaluation) accident investigation report.
FACE is an occupational fatality investiga-
tion and surveillance program of the
National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH). In the state of Iowa,
The University of Iowa, in conjunction with
the Iowa Department of Public Health,
carries out the FACE program.

I
n the winter of 2001, a 25-year-old

self-employed tree excavator was

fatally injured while using a skid-steer

loader equipped with a tree shear attach-

ment. He was working on a hillside,

clearing land of small trees. While cutting

a large branch of a tree, the weight of the

falling branch tipped the loader forward on

top of the tree stump, pinning him against

the seat.

The hydraulic shear had two horizontal

blades that came together to cut trees up to

14 inches (35 cm) in diameter. The trunk of

the tree was about 28 inches (70 cm) in

diameter at the base, larger than the capac-

ity of the shear. It branched out about three

feet (1 m) above ground into three smaller

limbs. He had cut branches from the sides

and was finishing cutting the last branch,

with his loader on the uphill side, facing

directly downhill. The attachment was

raised about 4 feet (1.2 m), to where the

branches fanned out. When he finished the

cut, and while it was falling downhill, it

momentarily transferred enough weight to

the front of the shear that it tipped the skid-

steer loader forward. The loader landed

nearly upside down on top of the stump,

which entered the cab area and crushed the

operator against the back of his seat. The

man was killed instantly. When rescue

arrived, the machine could not be started,

and airbags and a winch were needed to

move the loader.

The Iowa FACE program was notified a

few weeks after the incident by the state

medical examiner, and began an investiga-

tion. Additional information was gathered

from the County Sheriff, a relative of the

victim, and the manufacturer of the shear

attachment. Later in the spring, two FACE

investigators traveled to view the machine

where it was stored, and examined the hill-

side where the incident occurred.

The victim was self-employed in the

tree-cutting business. He had recently start-

ed this part-time business and was also

working as a mechanic at a manufacturing

facility. He was quite familiar with operat-

ing various types of machinery. Being

self-employed, he did not have a formal

written safety program in place. The

machine was bought used about a month

and a half prior to the incident from a local

dealer. It was used only a few times and

was in good condition.

Investigation

The victim was hired to clear trees from a

sloped area of ground used as pasture for

cattle. He estimated this job to take six hours

to complete. He was about three fourths

done when the incident happened. He was

using a large skid-steer loader equipped

with a front-mounted tree shear attachment.

This attachment was designed to cut small

trees with a trunk diameter up to 14 inches

(35 cm), the branches falling to the front or

side of the loader. It was hydraulically-pow-

ered through a set of quick-coupling

hydraulic lines. Two five-inch (125 mm)

diameter hydraulic cylinders powered the

heavy horizontally-opposed blades. The

blades were 203/8 inches (52 cm) long, and

when fully open, measured 24.5 inches (61

cm) between their tips.

The tree stump being cut was about 28

inches (70 cm) in diameter at its base, which

was much too large for the shear to handle.

However, the tree branched out 3 to 4 feet

(1-1.2 m) above ground into three smaller

limbs, which the victim had been cutting

prior to the incident. It was evident from

track markings in the ground, and the cuts,

that he had approached the tree from differ-

ent angles to cut the left and right limbs. At

the time of the incident he was positioned

directly uphill from the stump for his last cut

of the largest limb in the center, which was

about 12 inches (30 cm) in diameter. The

shear blades were raised to the base of this

limb, about 4 feet. Apparently after he com-

pleted the cut, and while the large limb was

The image at left shows the approximate position of the loader and raised tree shear attachment just prior to the accident.
At right, the approximate position of the loader after tipping forward onto the fresh stump. These electronically enhanced
images were created from actual photographs of the loader and the stump taken during the FACE site visit. Photos and
images courtesy of Iowa Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation (IA FACE) at www.public-health.uiowa.edu/FACE/

Safety

The tree shear in the open position.
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falling to the left front of the loader, it trans-

ferred enough weight to the shear, that it

tipped the loader forward onto its front

wheels. The stump was immediately in front

of the loader, and entered the cab area, pin-

ning the operator to the back of his seat. The

loader came to rest partially upside down,

jammed onto the top of the stump. The

frame of the cab was slightly bent by the tree

stump, which just barely fit through the

front opening of the cab.

The landowner drove by and noticed the

skid-steer loader tipped forward on its front

wheels. On approaching, he saw the victim

inside, crushed against the tree stump. He

immediately called 911. When rescue per-

sonnel arrived, they tried to restart the

machine, but were unable, due to the func-

tioning seat pressure interlock safety

switch. Airbags and a winch, attached from

an uphill position, were used to pull the

loader back, but the operator had already

died from crushing chest injuries.

There was no door or protective screen

on the front of the skid-steer loader. A rela-

tive of the victim said the victim was

planning to install one to provide protec-

tion from smaller branches. The tree shear

had a 40-inch (1 m) tall heavy wire brush

guard above the blades. This guard sepa-

rated the operator from the shear in normal

operation, however, provided no protection

if the shear was raised several feet off the

ground. In addition, when the shear was

raised 3 to 4 feet, there was no visibility of

the shear blades, and no way to observe the

degree of penetration of the blades.

The operator’s manual states this attach-

ment is for ground use only, and that the lift

arms of the loader should not be raised

while making a cut. Using the tree shear

attachment in a raised position created the

hazardous opening under the loader attach-

ment, large enough for the stump to fit

through. When the loader is used near

ground level, the operator is better protect-

ed. In case the machine would start tipping

forward, the loader attachment itself would

hit the ground and stop the machine from

tipping. Also, the stumps would be shorter,

unable to hurt the operator in a similar tip-

ping situation.

Recommendations/Discussion

Recommendation #1 Skid-steer loaders

and their attachments should be used as

recommended by manufacturers, not

exceeding their capacity.

Discussion: The small wheelbase of a

skid-steer loader makes it unstable on

sloped terrain, and operators must consider

the inherent risk of overturn. Attachments

on skid-steer loaders may create additional

hazards if not used as designed and recom-

mended by manufacturers. A raised, heavy

load will change the center of gravity and

further increase the likelihood of tipping or

overturn. In this case, the tipping of the

machine was the result of using the

machine on sloping ground, and having the

added weight from the raised tree-shear

attachment and the tree limb. The opera-
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tor’s manual for this tree shear attachment

instructs cutting trees low, near the ground

level. This will help prevent overturns and

the protective screen will be at the right

height to provide protection from tree

branches. The tree shear attachment was

designed for small trees up to 14 inches (35

cm) in diameter. In this case it was used to

cut a tree about twice that size. Exceeding

the capacity of the attachment created a

hazardous situation. The loader had to be

re-positioned several times at different

angles around the tree for cutting smaller

limbs first. While making the final cut, the

weight of the branch was enough to tip the

machine forward. It is important not to

exceed the designed capacity of a tree

shear. Larger trees, as in this case, should

be left for cutting with a chain saw, or other

appropriate equipment.

Recommendation #2 Machines using

tree shear attachments should have a barri-

er on all sides of the operator station to

protect from tree limbs and other objects.

Discussion: Operating a tree shear cre-

ates frequent hazards from falling tree

limbs or branches entering the operator’s

area. The operator station must be protect-

ed from all sides with a heavy gauge metal

screen or similar barrier. In this case, the

loader had a cab protecting the operator

from the top, back and both sides, but the

front of the cab was unprotected. The vic-

tim had been planning to install a door on

the loader, to protect from low-lying

branches while cutting trees. A protective

door, if of sufficient strength, may offer

sufficient protection in the event of a

rollover.

Considering the high likelihood of being

hit by the tree or falling branches when

cutting trees, it is important to have a pro-

tective cab totally surrounding the

operator. Often skid-steer loaders have an

open front area for easy access to the cab.

In tree shear operation, the loader should

have a protective door made of heavy

metal screen or other durable material.

Recommendation #3 Manufacturers of

tree shears and similar attachments should

warn operators about using the attach-

ments in a raised position, and working on

sloping ground.

Discussion: Working on sloping or

rough ground involves an obvious over-

turn hazard. Using the tree shear

attachment in a raised position creates

additional hazards. First, the attachment

and the weight of the tree being cut raise

the center of gravity of the skid-steer

loader and make it more prone to overturn.

Second, it is difficult to see the blades

when the attachment is raised 3 to 4 feet,

making it difficult and unsafe to operate.

Third, the protective screen is above the

shear blades, leaving no protective barrier

under the attachment. In this case, since the

shear was raised up, there was nothing

between the operator and the fresh-cut

stump. The operator’s manual for this

attachment did warn about using the shear

attachment in a raised position and on

slopes. These warnings should be empha-

sized in operator’s manuals, perhaps with

diagrams. Furthermore, warning signs

could be placed in a visible location on the

tree shear attachment.

For the complete report on this investi-
gation, visit www.public-health.uiowa.edu/
face. Click on Fatality Summaries, then
“2001.” Scroll down to case #01IA04201.
For more on FACE or other investigations,
visit www.cdc.gov/Niosh/FACE.Please circle 20 on Reader Service Card
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View from uphill side of stump showing large limbs that
had fallen downhill after cutting.
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Reporter is the monthly newsletter of the Tree Care Industry Association. TCIA members can access the complete publication at www.treecareindustry.org.

By Bob Rouse

Steve Sylvester of S&S Tree and
Horticultural Specialists in South St.
Paul, Minn., sent us an e-mail with the

following signature:

Steve Sylvester
C.E.O./President
S&S Tree and Horticultural Specialists
Sylvester & Son's 
Est. 1976

TCIA has discovered what green industry
consumers are searching for when deciding to
hire a tree care company. How have we dis-
covered this? During the past year TCIA has
been sponsoring Internet searches on Google
and Yahoo search engines. We select the spe-
cific keywords for which our advertisement will
appear. This allows us to track how often the
keyword is searched in the United States. We

have tested many different keywords to see
which ones consumers really use when search-
ing for information about tree care. 

We have analyzed the results of our spon-
sored searches for a three-month period
running, from January 15 to April 15, 2006.
During this period, our ads were viewed by
searching consumers more than 1.6 million
times, and more than 16,000 consumers
responded to our ads directing them to search
for qualified tree care companies on the TCIA
Web site.

Our analysis shows that potential con-
sumers most often use keywords that help
them investigate and compare companies,
such as tree service, tree care service, tree
pruning service, etc. This indicates that con-
sumers want to learn more about your
company before hiring. 

A solid number of potential consumers also
search for technical subjects, such as tree
care, pruning, tree pests, etc. This indicates

that consumers want to learn more about the
service you provide so they can make a good
decision. 

Only a minority of potential consumers
search for qualified individuals such as tree
experts, arborists, tree surgeon, etc. In fact, an
analysis of our results showed that out of every
10 potential consumers searching the Internet,
five out of 10 used company-related keywords,
four out of 10 used technical-related key-
words, and only one out of 10 searched for
qualified individuals. 
WWhhaatt  ccaann  yyoouu  ddoo??  

1. Focus marketing on promoting your com-
pany first. 

Good introduction: XYZ is an accredited
tree service company that has served the ABC
community for more than 22 years. Our staff
members are dedicated and trained to provide
you top quality, courteous service. Our com-

How are you marketing your company?

This is one of the sample Web banners available to TCIA accredited companies from TCIA.

(Continued on next page)

As of May 1, less than 2½ months after
its launch, the TCIA Certified

Treecare Safety Professional pro-
gram boasts 114 enrolled
participants from 28 states. 

Two ambitious professionals
has already completed their
“Core Competencies” require-
ments to become eligible to sit
for the Advanced Training
Workshop and CTSP Certification Exam. 

In other CTSP news, the first meeting of
the CTSP Council will take place on May 22

in Manchester, N.H. The staff is working on
Workshop/Exam dates and fees, and should

be able to provide more information
very soon.

Does your company have one
or more employees enrolled in
CTSP? Act now by downloading
an enrollment form from the

CTSP Web page at www.treecarein-
dustry.org.

For more information on the CTSP pro-
gram, call Peter Gerstenberger at (603)
314-5380 or e-mail peter@tcia.org.

CTSP: Are you on board?
Gain exposure to the graduating

classes in Arboriculture for 2007 and
2008 by reserving your recruitment
booth at TCIA’s annual Student Career
Days’ Jobs & Internship Fair. Held in
conjunction with TCI EXPO, this year
the Jobs Fair will take place on Saturday,
November 11, in Baltimore. Based on
recent experience, EXPO should attract
close to 200 vocational and college stu-
dents seeking careers in arboriculture.
Reserve some of limited space available
for your company today! Call 1-800-733-
2622.

Attention Employers!
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pany is fully insured and TCIA Accreditation
means that we meet rigorous standards of
practice for our industry. Use a “company his-
tory” page and/or a staff page to outline your
personal credentials and the credentials of
your staff.

Poor introduction: A. B. Arborguy started
XYZ tree service more than 22 years ago. A.
B. Arborguy has the following credentials . . .

2. Get your company accredited, so you
have a credential for your company.

3. Maintain a professional Web site, since
this is what most consumers will look at
when they research your company on the
Internet. 

4. Market industry affiliations, such as
TCIA membership, to show that your com-
pany is a member of professional
organizations. Call our membership depart-
ment at 1-800-733-2622 to get a TCIA logo
designed for use on your Web site or e-mail
signature.

5. Enter your company in awards programs,

then mention any awards you receive in your
marketing materials.

6. Participate in community events, chari-
ties and sponsorship programs, such as Arbor
Day celebrations, service projects, sponsoring
a little league team, etc. and market your par-
ticipation in a tasteful manner. 

7. When marketing your or your employees’
credentials, frame them as being an example
of how your company is qualified.

Wesco is An Associate Member of 
the Tree Care Industry Association.

Please circle 64 on Reader Service Card

This is one of the sample Web banners available to TCIA
accredited companies from TCIA.

(Continued from previous page)

Traveling to Canada or Mexico? New

federal requirements to be implement-

ed at the end of 2006 will require those

traveling by air or sea to have "a valid

US passport or other secure travel doc-

ument" to reenter the country. US

citizens have been allowed to cross the

borders more readily in the past, with

little more than photo identification. 

Speaking at the World Travel & Tourism

Summit last week in Washington

("Securing borders while welcoming

visitors," 4/14), Homeland Security

Secretary Michael Chertoff claimed that

the feds are trying to make it "more effi-

cient for people to come and go," while

increasing borders security. Similar

requirements will go into affect at the

end of 2007 for those traveling by land. 

Assns planning meetings outside the

US should properly document the

requirements for their members travel-

ing to and from the meetings.

Passports neded for
travel to WMC in 2007
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By Tony Gann

The year 2007 will mark the next leg in
EPA emission changes for diesel truck

engines. The new emission requirement will
have a significant impact on trucks used in
the tree care industry, from diesel pickups
to medium and heavy-duty chassis. 

The new requirements dramatically lower
tailpipe emissions of nitrogen oxides and
particulates (soot). The lower emissions will
be achieved by changes to the engines and
their exhaust systems, in combination with
reduced ash-content lube oils and low-sul-
fur diesel fuel, which will start distribution
throughout the United States later this year.

Engine manufacturers are still working
out the last details in their changes to meet

2007 EPA requirements. While there will be
some mechanical differences from manufac-
turer to manufacturer, they will share some

common elements.
In general, these
new engines will
have more aggres-
sive EGR (exhaust
gas recirculation).
This relates to
exhaust gases that
are passed back
through engine
combustion. 

All engine
exhaust will pass

through a diesel particulate filter, which
traps particulate matters (soot) in the

exhaust on its way out of the system. The
soot collected in this filter must be burned
off occasionally to prevent the filter from
clogging. This process (known as regenera-
tion) will actually inject fuel into the trap
and reduce to the soot to ash. From time to
time, the collected ash will have to be
removed and the filter will have to be
cleaned.

While the truck manufacturers have not
released firm price increase figures, you can
bet they are coming. Early estimates are that
light-duty diesels (pickups) will increase in
price $2,000 to $3,000, medium-duty chas-
sis $5,000 to $7,000, and heavy-duty
chassis $7,000 to $10,000.

In addition to cost, particular attention
will need to be given when ordering these
new trucks related to specs. This will be
extremely important when purchasing a
chassis for a body/equipment upfit. Larger
radiators needed for additional cooling may
cause front frame access issues in some
configurations. 

This could prevent the ability to mount
items such as a front winch if considerations
are not made first. Additionally, the routing
of the new exhaust systems may not allow
room for mounting a PTO or may interfere
with the body if the correct layout is not
ordered up front. New regulations will not
allow tampering with the exhaust system by
third parties, so if the wrong configuration
is on the truck, a whole new exhaust system
may have to be installed to allow the upfit to
work.

It will be a good idea to consult your
chassis dealer and/or equipment supplier
for additional information on these upcom-
ing changes. This will be a must to ensure
that the proper truck is ordered for your
need. To save money and manage this issue
proactively, many are choosing to purchase
current-model chassis this year for next
year’s needs. If you are considering this, it is
imperative you contact your chassis dealer
or equipment upfitter as soon as possible as
time is running out!

Tony Gann is sales manager at Altec
Industries and a member of the TCIA Board
of Directors.
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Get ready for ’07 EPA diesel emission changes

Tony Gann
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Reduce work-related fatalities, injuries and
illnesses as well as their associated costs

Prepare your company for
TCIA Accreditation

Provide insurance companies with a means
of evaluating your company favorably

Promote your company’s safe working
environment for employee recruitment

and retention

Gain client recognition as a company
with one or more CTSPs on staff

Provide your employees with a
rewarding career path

Tap into the network of Certified
Treecare Safety Professionals

Empower your company
to sustain a culture of

safety

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1  � Manchester, NH 03103

Phone: 1-800-733-2622 � Fax: 603-314-5386

www.treecareindustry.org � e-mail: peter@treecareindustry.org

visit our Web site at www.tcia.org to find out more
and for an enrollment form

Please circle 53 on

Reader Service Card
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Immigration, pensions and budget issues
dominated Washington’s spring agenda.

Both the House and Senate struggled through-
out the month to curb spending in the face of
pressure from the White House and public
concern over deficits and earmarks. In addi-
tion, representatives from both
chambers debated differences
between their respective bills over-
hauling the pension system.  
IImmmmiiggrraattiioonn

On March 27, the Senate
Judiciary Committee approved immi-
gration reform legislation by a 12-6 vote,
with the all committee Democrats and four of
the committee’s 10 Republicans supporting the
measure.  

The proposal approved by the committee
would create a guest worker program under

which foreign nationals could obtain a three-
year work visa with the option to renew for an
additional three years (six years total). Guest
workers would be allowed to apply for a green
card and eventually seek citizenship. The
number of visas would be limited and subject

to restriction based on unemployment in
the U.S.

While most Democrats support
the legislation, Republicans remain
split. Many claim that Congress
should focus on securing our bor-

ders before developing programs for
undocumented or guest workers. Others

object to providing the undocumented popu-
lation with amnesty or creating any guest
worker programs, claiming the “guests” rarely
return home.

It looked as if Congress would reach a com-

promise addressing some Republican con-
cerns during the first week in April, but the
deal fell apart at the last moment and
Congress adjourned for a two week recess.
The Senate is expected to take up immigration
again when it returns.

TCIA has worked with others in the busi-
ness community to encourage Congress to
pass a comprehensive bill that addresses both
our need for greater security, while also help-
ing certain parts of the country with their labor
shortage by providing avenues for undocu-
mented and other foreigners to work legally.
As part of this effort, TCIA has joined several
letters to the Senate.

Through the Voice for Trees PAC, we will
continue to advocate for comprehensive
reform that takes into account the reality of
today’s industry workforce.

Voice from Washington

Davey Tree acquires
Organicare

The Davey Tree Expert Company added
Portland-based Organicare to its list of recent
acquisitions. The acquisition marks Davey’s 17th
in three years, and is in line with the company’s
long-term growth strategy, says Ken Celmer,
senior vice president and general manager of
residential/commercial services. Organicare had
been a TCIA member since 1994.

“Organicare has a focus on tree, lawn and
plant health care that fits in perfectly with
Davey Tree’s service offerings,” says Celmer.
“The Portland Mediterranean environment is

such that it requires special attention, and
Organicare’s use of organic fertilizer, and
organic insect and disease control products
has achieved great results.”

The company will be called Davey-
Organicare and will continue serving
customers in both Portland and Vancouver,
Wash. Paul Drake started the company in 1988
and will be staying with the office, along with
most of the other employees.  

“This is a great opportunity for us to spread
the organic message that we use here by tar-
geting different markets that are now
accessible to us through Davey,' says Drake,
who will be the district manager. “In addition
... working with a company that is historically

known for its tree expertise and employee
ownership affords our employees different
opportunities to grow and move up within the
company.”

Richard Foote, operations manager in
charge of acquisitions and expansion, agreed
that the acquisition was a good fit. “Davey has
wanted to penetrate the Portland market for
quite some time,” he said. “This is a fabulous
opportunity for both Davey Tree and
Organicare to grow in new directions.”

He also pointed out that all of the
Organicare employees have the opportunity to
join Davey, an employee-owned company.

“It’s a beneficial situation for everyone
involved,” Foote says.

Member News

Two join PACT partnerships
This month two valued Partners Advancing

Commercial Treecare (PACT) members
signed on as Seed level partners in support of
Student Career Days at TCI EXPO 2006.

Based in Bedford Hills, N.Y., SavATree has
not only shared in financial support, but in
time and talent as well. SavATree has been

providing profes-
sional landscape
maintenance serv-
ices throughout the
Northeast and Mid-

Atlantic region since 1985. SavATree currently
has 18 office locations serving communities in

Conn., N.Y., N.J., Mass., Md., Pa., Va. and
Washington, D.C., and boasts the first TCIA
accredited company in Connecticut.

The Care of Trees has been a long-time
supporter of TCIA and its programs, having
p r o v i d e d
f u n d i n g ,
a d v i s o r y
committee
membe r s ,
board mem-
bers and the like. Based in Wheeling, Illinois,
The Care of Trees has offices in metropolitan
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, San

Francisco, and Washington, D.C., with more
than 500 dedicated arborists and support staff
in more than 25 offices. The Care of Trees is
an award-winning, full-service tree care firm
with roots dating back to 1919. 

Partners Advancing Commercial Treecare is
a strategic partnership with the Tree Care
Industry Association that will allow your com-
pany to gain maximum exposure to our
membership and other partners. For more
information about PACT and to see how 
your company can benefit, please contact 
Kim Anastasiou at 1-800-733-2622 or at
kim@treecareindustry.org.
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By Alyssa Carlock

C
urrently a college student, I am

going to school to be a teacher. But

my summer career choice is to be

out working for the arborist business that

my dad founded. 

I work for my dad’s business, Landcare

Enterprises, based in Chester, Vermont,

during the summer when I am not doing

my college courses, and I enjoy every

minute of it. Believe it or not, I have real-

ized that there are some similarities (and

differences, of course) that can be drawn

between the arborist business and teaching

elementary school students. Let’s begin

with the education that takes place on the

job. 

When we go on a job, we always try to

educate people on what they can do to save

their trees through injections, fertilization,

more watering, etc. In the classroom, I am

educating a child and, with an arborist as a

dad, we do discuss trees often. However, if

we cannot save the tree, or if people have

called us in to do a tree removal because

there’s nothing else to be done for the tree,

we set up for work. 

First, we prepare the site and make sure

all the equipment is in good running order.

In a similar manner, to prepare for teaching

I make lesson plans, determine what I will

teach weekly, and ensure that all the teach-

ing materials I will need are available. 

Second, on the job site, before we start

the chain saws, chipper and aerial lift, dad

briefs us on exactly how we will do the

takedown, what we should do in an emer-

gency situation, how he wants the cleanup

done, etc. In the same way, I have made it

clear from the beginning of the year what is

expected of my student. He knows the

rules, and usually abides by them, although

he does forget sometimes! 

Working for the business is hard physi-

cal toil. Often we will work 10 hours a day;

mostly we do things that involve a lot of

manual labor, such as chipping mountains

of brush, bucking huge butt logs and carry-

ing them to the truck, and dragging more

brush long distances to get it to the chipper.

In the classroom, the work involved gives

my brain more of a workout than my mus-

cles, but I am still doing labor. Thinking is

hard, especially with some of the unan-

swerable questions that an active

8-year-old boy can come up with, and for

which he just has to have a solution. 

In addition, in both the tree business and

the classroom, I deal with people on a reg-

ular basis, although our clientele is usually

quite a bit older than my student is. 

As you can see, there are some similar-

ities between the arborist business and

teaching a child in a classroom setting.

Whether I am at work at one job or the

other, I can always be learning new things

to add to my experience in the other field.

Doing tree work with my dad, I can find

more facts about God’s awesome design

in trees and bring back samples, stories

and information to the classroom. In the

classroom, I can learn ways to use my

brain more in tree work, such as coming

up with an easier way to drag brush, or a

faster way to fix the chipper when the

winch cable breaks. That is thinking

smarter, not harder!

Alyssa Carlock is an 18-year-old self-
proclaimed “groundwoman” from
Landcare Enterprises in Chester, Vermont,
who enjoys tree work and teaching.

From the Field

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing

for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry, 3

Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03101, or staruk@treecareindustry.org.

ACRT students learn to love their work during TCIA’s Day
of Service in Detroit in 2004.
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